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ABSTRACT

Applying a Metacognitive Framework in the Neuropsychological Assessment of
Subjective Cognitive Decline and Mild Cognitive Impairment
BY
Susan Y. Chi, M.A.

Advisor: Dr. Laura A. Rabin
The characterization of the earliest stages of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a topic of major
research interest because it is critical for early diagnosis and emerging interventions.
Metamemory, or knowledge about memory, including awareness of one’s own memory
functions, has been investigated in AD especially in relation to how impairment in memory and
executive functions contribute to unawareness of cognitive deficits, termed anosognosia.
Previous research, however, has not systematically investigated metamemory functioning in
older adults with prodromal dementia conditions. Therefore, we investigated metamemory
accuracy in cognitively healthy older adults (HC) and those with subjective cognitive decline but
intact neuropsychological test scores (SCD), amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI), and
non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment (naMCI), all recruited from a longitudinal study of
cognitive aging (Einstein Aging Study). Two studies respectively examined group differences in
the accuracy of retrospective metamemory judgments (Empirical Study 1) and prospective
metamemory judgments (Empirical Study 2) made during the monitoring of retrieval and
encoding processes. Results showed that metamemory accuracy was weak in naMCI participants
compared to controls, suggesting poor monitoring during both retrieval and encoding. In
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addition, although there was some evidence that retrospective monitoring processes may be
suboptimal in aMCI compared to HC (Empirical Study 1), prospective metamemory monitoring
processes were relatively intact in these individuals (Empirical Study 2), suggesting that
performance monitoring of retrieval processes (which is more dependent on basic memory
functions) may be differentially affected in aMCI. Furthermore, both studies revealed preserved
metamemory accuracy in SCD, suggesting that performance monitoring of retrieval and
encoding is intact in these older adults who present with subjective cognitive impairment and
who may represent a pre-MCI condition. In addition, results revealed preserved memory selfawareness and self-knowledge in SCD (Empirical Study 2), providing further evidence that these
individuals are capable of accurate self-assessment of their subjective experience of cognitive
change. Overall, our novel findings support the hypothesis that metamemory performance varies
across the neurodegenerative continuum and differentially impacts mechanisms in the
metamemorial system that rely on memory (temporal lobe integrity) and/or executive
functioning (prefrontal brain systems). Findings also inform remediation efforts such as the
potential benefit of targeting specific metacognitive weaknesses (poor error detection, errors in
evaluation during performance monitoring), in older adults with naMCI.
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Chi, Susan
Chapter 1
General Introduction

The ability to accurately self-assess one’s own memory functioning has been shown to be
vulnerable to the neuropathological changes associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Brandt,
Carvalho, Belfort, & Dourado, 2018) and other dementias (Morris et al., 2016; Souchay,
Isingrini, Pillon, & Gil, 2003), as well as prodromal dementia conditions, such as mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) (Anderson & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2010; Perrotin, Belleville, & Isingrini,
2007; Vogel et al., 2004). Inaccurate self-evaluation of one’s memory capabilities can result in
overconfidence in performance, which can lead to memory and cognitive failures that can be
embarrassing, disorientating, and dangerous (Castel, McGillivray, & Friedman, 2012; Starkstein,
Jorge, Mizrahi, Adrian, & Robinson, 2007). In addition, underconfidence in one’s abilities can
negatively impact self-efficacy and interfere with rehabilitation efforts (Dixon, Thornton, &
Young, 2007). Given the clear impact of memory/cognitive self-awareness on everyday
functioning, it is not surprising that better awareness of memory/cognitive impairment has been
shown to support instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs; Anderson & SchmitterEdgecombe, 2009, Cosentino et al., 2011), utilization of compensatory strategies (Anderson,
2009; Schmitter-Edgecombe & Seelye, 2011; Thomas, Lee, & Balota, 2013), and stronger
cognitive rehabilitation outcomes (Clare et al., 2004; Clare & Woods, 2004; Roheger et al.,
2019) in those with AD and MCI.
Poor self-awareness of memory ability can be conceived as a problem with metamemory,
or knowledge and control of one’s own memory system (Flavell & Wellman, 1977). While
metamemory knowledge is defined as one’s understanding of memory tasks, task-related
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strategies, and attitudes or beliefs about memory, metamemory regulation involves higher-order
coordination of cognitive and emotional processes, namely through monitoring and control
processes (Nelson & Narens, 1990). Memory monitoring processes enable individuals to make
judgments about their current memory performance on a task to guide control processes (i.e., the
“action-oriented component”) that direct behaviors to optimize performance (Chua, Schacter, &
Sperling, 2009b; Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2008; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996; Nelson, 1990; Smith,
Shields, & Washburn, 2003). When monitoring processes are intact, for example, a feeling of
low confidence following memory retrieval would accurately reflect poor recall or recognition
for a given target. Subsequently, a person may redirect behavior to dedicate more time towards
memory search, switch retrieval strategies, or implement compensatory strategies to aid
remembering (Castel et al., 2012; Nelson, 1990; Nelson & Leonesio, 1988). By contrast, when
monitoring processes are deficient, such as when confidence is high but objective memory
performance is low, a person might engage in inadequate self-regulation, which may lead to
negative outcomes. As an example, an older adult who is overly confident about his (actually
poor) ability to remember when to take his medication may opt not to use a reminder and thus
fail to adhere to his medication schedule. Taken together, the accuracy of memory monitoring is
crucial for effective behavioral control. Identifying how memory monitoring deficits may differ
between cognitively healthy older adults and those at various stages of a neurocognitive disorder
can provide important information to support effective treatment planning and remediation
efforts.
Memory monitoring ability is typically measured using performance-based metamemory
tasks, during which participants are asked to make estimates (i.e., subjective judgements) about
their performance on the ongoing task. The discrepancy between one’s subjective (i.e.,
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perceived) and objective (i.e., actual) memory performance reflects the level of accuracy of one’s
memory monitoring abilities. In the classic metamemory framework prosed by Nelson and
Narens (1990), different monitoring processes occur at different stages of memory (e.g.,
encoding, retrieval). Therefore, different kinds of online metamemory tasks have been developed
to investigate specific metamemory judgments that occur during the monitoring process. For
example, judgments of learning (JOLs) are prospective metamemory judgments made before
retrieval about how well newly learned information can be retrieved from memory at a future
time. A typical JOL paradigm would require an individual to learn/study new information and
provide subjective ratings either immediately following a learning trial or after a delay—about
the likelihood of recalling the information later. Feeling-of-knowing (FOK) tasks are also
prospective metamemory judgments, however they focus on monitoring processes during the
acquisition and retrieval phases. In contrast to JOL and FOK tasks, retrospective confidence
judgments (RCJs), are retrospective metamemory judgments made postdictively (i.e., after
retrieval of the memory content) about an individual’s confidence in his or her past memory
performance. RCJ paradigms typically require individuals to provide a confidence rating about
memory performance immediately after a retrieval task (i.e., recall or recognition).
While the JOL, FOK, and RCJ tasks attempt to capture “online” memory monitoring
processes that occur during the time of testing, questionnaires that are commonly employed
during dementia evaluations to measure metamemory skills in daily life are thought to capture
“offline” self-monitoring processes involving retrospective global memory judgments across
several memory domains (i.e., semantic, episodic, prospective, and procedural). It has been
argued that “online” and “offline” assessments provide different kinds of information about
one’s metamemory functioning (Morris et al., 2016; Perrotin et al., 2007; Seelye, Schmitter-
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Edgecombe, & Flores, 2010). For example, “offline” metamemory assessments may be better at
measuring general “metacognitive knowledge” (i.e., overall beliefs about memory, including
one’s own memory; Flavell, 1979), while “online” metamemory assessments may be better at
measuring an immediate response to failure (i.e., performance monitoring). In addition,
metamemory judgments can be measured globally by providing a holistic judgment about overall
test performance (i.e., “How many figures total will you remember later?”) or on an item-byitem basis by providing concurrent judgments after each test item is completed (i.e., “How
confident are your about answer in the first item?...the second item?”) (Schraw, 2009; Zhou, Lu,
& Dong, 2017).
This dissertation examines the trial-by-trial accuracy of retrospective metamemory
judgments made during a RCJ task based on semantic memory (Empirical Study 1) and the
global accuracy of prospective metamemory judgments made during a metamemory prediction
task (that includes JOL measures) based on episodic visual memory (Empirical Study 2) in an
urban sample of cognitively diverse community-dwelling older adults. Our overall goal is to
investigate differences in metamemory functioning, including specific monitoring errors,
between cognitively healthy older adult controls and older adults with prodromal dementia
conditions. Although there is a substantial literature on metamemory in normal aging (for a
review, see Castel et al., 2012) and AD (for a review, see Brandt et al., 2018), to our knowledge,
only five studies (Akhtar, Moulin, & Bowie, 2006; Anderson & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2010;
Perrotin et al., 2007; Ryals, O’Neil, Mesulam, Weintraub, & Voss, 2018; Seelye, SchmitterEdgecombe, & Flores, 2010) have investigated online metamemory monitoring in MCI utilizing
a performance-based task. Overall, these studies show that, similar to AD (Brandt et al., 2018),
metamemory accuracy differs based on diagnostic group and task type (discussed below).
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Furthermore, no studies have examined online metamemory functioning in subjective cognitive
decline (SCD), a diagnostic entity increasingly recognized as a possible prodromal MCI
condition (Jessen et al., 2014; Molinuevo et al., 2017; Rabin, Smart, & Amariglio, 2017),
utilizing a performance-based task. Importantly, because individuals in the earliest, preclinical
stages of a neurocognitive disease process (i.e., before progression to AD/dementia) can
potentially benefit maximally from cognitive interventions (Roheger et al., 2019; Sohlberg &
Mateer, 2001), understanding metamemory functioning, as well as what may underlie specific
metamemory failures in these individuals, is critical for treatment planning, especially as one’s
metamemory weaknesses can inform rehabilitation/compensation efforts toward a tailored
treatment approach (Brandt et al., 2018).

Prodromal dementia Conditions and Metamemory
Amnestic and non-amnestic MCI subtypes. MCI is recognized as a pathological
condition, potentially representing the preclinical phase of dementia, where cognitive functions
are intermediate between those observed in normal aging and clinical dementia, though general
cognition and activities of daily living are relatively preserved (Celsis, 2000; Collie & Maruff,
2000; Petersen et al., 1999). MCI is often classified into amnestic (aMCI) and non-amnestic
(naMCI) subtypes that are characterized by a primary impairment in memory and/or another
cognitive domain(s), respectively (Petersen, 2004, 2011). There is consensus that aMCI and
naMCI subtypes have different etiologies associated with different neuropathological processes,
with aMCI mostly representing prodromal AD, while naMCI most likely represents the
prodromal stage of non-AD dementias (Petersen et al., 2001), such as Lewy Body Dementia
(LBD) or vascular dementia (VaD) and fronto-temporal dementia (FTD) (Petersen et al., 2001).
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Specifically, MTL atrophy and decreased MTL activation, similar to that observed in AD, have
been reported in aMCI. In contrast, atrophy in the left anterior inferior temporal lobe (for a
language deficit subgroup) and basal forebrain and hypothalamus (for an attention/executive
dysfunction subgroup) (Whitwell et al., 2007), as well as decreases in parietal and frontal
activation during recall and recognition (Machulda et al., 2009), have been reported for naMCI.
Metamemory in MCI. Overall, research shows some evidence that suboptimal
metamemory functioning in aMCI may be due to monitoring deficits (Anderson & SchmitterEdgecombe, 2010; Perrotin et al., 2007; Ryals et al., 2018), and this impairment may be linked to
memory deficits (Perrotin et al., 2007; Ryals et al., 2018). However, studies have also reported
that metamemory functioning is intact in aMCI (Akhtar et al., 2006; Anderson & SchmitterEdgecombe, 2010; Seelye et al., 2010), and that, furthermore, metamemory performance is not
related to memory functioning (Anderson & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2010). Only one study has
compared metamemory functioning between controls and aMCI participants using multiple
metamemory paradigms (JOL, FOK, and RCJ). These researchers additionally included a global
post-diction measure at the end of their JOL and FOK tasks. Overall, results showed that global
post-diction measures were the most robust in differentiating aMCI participants from controls.
Given that post-diction measures have been shown to be more related to memory factors—i.e.,
strength of memory trace, ease of retrieval—Ryals and colleagues (2018) provided support for
the idea that poor metamemory functioning in aMCI is likely to be linked to memory impairment
(Perrotin et al., 2007).
However, among the five performance-based metamemory studies in MCI, only one
study (Seelye et al., 2010) included naMCI participants. The researchers used a JOL task based
on the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT; Schmidt, 1996) to assess metacognitive
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accuracy in both aMCI and naMCI compared to controls. Participants made global performance
predictions (i.e. global JOLs) about their delayed recall performance before and after completing
the list-learning task. Results showed that all groups demonstrated significantly higher
metamemory accuracy at post- compared to pre-experience, suggesting that, similar to controls,
aMCI and naMCI participants were able to assess task demands and utilize experience from the
ongoing task to accurately update memory self-knowledge (i.e., “prediction upgrading”;
Devolder et al., 1990). However, there was some evidence that, naMCI participants were less
accurate in predicting their delayed recall performance both at pre- and post-experience,
suggesting both poor memory self-awareness and performance monitoring. In addition, the
researchers reported that poorer metamemory accuracy in naMCI was associated with poor
executive functioning on neuropsychological measures. However, given that the metamemory
inaccuracy in naMCI participants was in the direction of underconfidence, and in light of other
results suggesting that self-awareness and monitoring processes were intact in these participants,
the researchers suggested that underconfidence in memory performance could actually be
reflective of participants’ awareness of memory deficit and even suggest overcompensation.
Overall, the researchers interpreted their results to indicate that monitoring processes during
encoding were intact in both MCI groups. However, despite their conclusion, underestimation of
one’s memory performance nevertheless reflects poor calibration between perceived and actual
cognitive capabilities, which is at the core of poor self-awareness of cognitive ability. Therefore,
further investigation into the source of the underestimation observed in naMCI is warranted—
first, given that there are no other studies of metamemory in naMCI, and second, because errors
in self-evaluation of cognition resulting in overconfidence or underconfidence could reflect
underlying neurocognitive changes.
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Given that aMCI and naMCI differ in their primary neuropsychological deficits (i.e.,
memory versus executive/verbal-global functions, respectively) and have different etiologies and
disease trajectories, it is possible that problems with metamemory and/or poor memory selfawareness in these MCI subtypes may be due to different impairments within the cognitive
awareness system. 1The Cognitive Awareness Model (CAM; Morris & Mograbi, 2013), a
metacognitive model developed to understand anosognosia in AD (i.e., impaired self-awareness
of cognitive or behavioral deficits; Spalletta et al., 2014), may be instructive in understanding
poor cognitive awareness in aMCI and naMCI. Specifically, the CAM model (Morris &
Mograbi, 2013) acknowledges the heterogeneous etiology of anosognosia (Cosentino, Metcalfe,
Butterfield, & Stern, 2007) and implicates different roles for memory (i.e., updating general
memory and autobiographical/memory self-knowledge) and executive functioning (i.e., error
detection; cognitive comparator mechanisms) in the maintenance/loss of cognitive awareness.
Furthermore, the model posits that deficits at different stages of information processing (or
“levels of awareness”; Clare et al., 2011) can give rise to particular types of awareness errors
(Brandt et al., 2018; Morris & Mograbi, 2013).
In light of previous research, and given that memory and executive function impairments
can differentially impact metamemory processes (Hannesdottir & Morris, 2007; Mograbi,
Brown, & Morris, 2009; Morris & Mograbi, 2013), we hypothesize that metamemory deficits in
aMCI and naMCI arise as a function of their diagnostic profiles, as their specific
neuropsychological impairments may interfere with different mechanisms in the metamemorial

The CAM model provides a neurocognitive explanation of unawareness and acknowledges the
heterogeneous bases of awareness. In the context of this dissertation, only a portion of the model
is used to explore observations and findings in our studies. For a fuller account of the model,
refer to Morris & Mograbi (2013).
1
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system. For example, poor monitoring due to executive functioning deficits can result in relaying
inaccurate information to higher-order metacognitive control processes, resulting in failure to
exert top-down behavioral control to improve memory performance (Morris & Mograbi, 2013;
Nelson & Narens, 1990). By contrast, poor consolidation, along with degradation of
autobiographical memory, as observed in AD, can prevent new information about current
functioning from being updated into self-knowledge, resulting in inaccurate subjective
judgments (Morris & Mograbi, 2013). In addition, the presence of specific
metamemory/metamemory errors in aMCI and naMCI, along with the notion that their
metamemory failures are likely due to impairment of different mechanisms in the metamemorial
system, is suggestive that metamemory performance may change in different ways in the timecourse of these two disease processes and that different treatment approaches may be required
for these conditions. Research is needed to better understand the neurocognitive changes
underlying poor metamemory performance and loss of memory/cognitive awareness across the
prodromal dementia spectrum to develop interventions that can preserve metacognitive functions
and/or enhance metacognitive skills that are not vulnerable to a specific disease process, which
could potentially lead to better control of memory functions. In addition, knowledge of how
metamemory performance differs across prodromal dementia groups may provide critical
information for treatment planning and the selection of intervention strategies.
Subjective Cognitive Decline. In the past decade, SCD has increasingly been recognized
as a pre-MCI condition, characterized by a self-perception of a significant decline in cognitive
ability in the context of normal objective neuropsychological test scores and day-to-day
functioning (Jessen, 2014; Molinuevo et al., 2017), and may represent a marker of nonnormative cognitive decline that predicts future progression to dementia (Amieva et al., 2008;
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Dufouil, Fuhrer, & Alpérovitch, 2005; Jessen, 2014). Furthermore, research has identified SCD
as etiologically diverse, potentially representing the prodromal forms of different MCI subtypes
(Beckett et al., 2015; Jessen, 2014; Reisberg & Gauthier, 2008; Reisberg et al., 2008). SCD has
been linked to biomarkers and neurological markers associated with AD (Amariglio et al., 2015;
Jessen et al., 2006; Perrotin et al., 2015; Saykin et al., 2006; Striepens et al., 2010), and other
dementias (Jessen, Amariglio, et al., 2014), such as VaD (Beckett et al., 2015). Based on this
research, two diagnostic SCD subgroups have been established—SCD and SCD plus, with the
latter representing individuals who present with indicators associated with AD (e.g., presence of
the APOEε4 genotype, biomarker evidence for AD ) and thus are more likely to progress to AD
compared to other dementias (Jessen et al., 2014; Molinuevo et al., 2017).
Metamemory in SCD. Given that the germinal cognitive changes associated with SCD
have been considered too subtle to be detected through traditional neuropsychological tools,
metamemory or memory/cognitive self-awareness in SCD has been evaluated using offline
assessments, including self- and informant-report data and subjective discrepancy scores
(difference scores between self- and informant-reported complaints) as opposed to online
metamemory measures (Perrotin, Mormino, Madison, Hayenga, & Jagust, 2012; Rabin et al.,
2017). Although offline measures of memory/cognitive self-awareness in SCD have been linked
to AD biomarkers (Perrotin et al., 2012), there is some concern regarding whether subjective
report measures are effective at identifying very early AD-related symptoms (Jessen, Amariglio,
et al., 2014; Rabin et al., 2017). For example, self-reports based on retrospective assessment of
subtle changes over time and across varying environments are vulnerable to recall biases and
other inaccuracies (Rabin, Smart, & Amariglio, 2017). Therefore, online metamemory tasks
could provide an alternative method of assessing metamemory functioning in SCD. In addition,
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given that the diagnostic criteria for SCD currently relies solely on subjective reporting of
cognitive symptoms (Rabin et al., 2017), confirmation of intact online metamemory accuracy
would further validate the key assumption that these individuals are indeed capable of making
reliable and accurate self-assessments about their cognitive functioning.
Present Studies
Metamemory studies in MCI, using online measures, have generally not included
individuals with naMCI or those with SCD, limiting current knowledge about how memory
monitoring performance may differ between cognitive healthy older adults and those along the
prodromal dementia spectrum. Memory monitoring processes are essential in guiding behavioral
control, leading to better memory performance and have been shown to be sensitive to memory
deficits in aMCI. In addition, there is evidence that monitoring processes may be vulnerable in
naMCI. Given that aMCI and naMCI are recognized as having different etiologies related to
disease processes, it is possible that failures in metamemory monitoring may occur due to
separate causal factors, and that better understanding of these factors will contribute to more
effective methods of remediation. Furthermore, given that SCD is increasingly considered to
represent a pre-MCI condition, better understanding of online monitoring performance in SCD
could provide useful information about the degree to which awareness is maintained in these
individuals. To our knowledge, no metamemory study using performance-based measures has
compared healthy elderly controls to such a broad spectrum of participants with prodromal
dementia conditions (i.e., aMCI, naMCI, and SCD).
In addition, the present studies focus on group differences in the accuracy of retrospective
(Empirical Study 1) and prospective (Empirical Study 2) metamemory judgments made during
retrieval and encoding, respectively, in order to investigate monitoring errors that may emerge at
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different stages of memory. Specifically, Empirical Study 1 examines retrospective monitoring
processes during retrieval of semantic (conceptual/factual) information. Although we also rely on
our memories for facts or general knowledge to guide our everyday interactions and tasks, to our
knowledge, there are no studies investigating online monitoring of semantic memory in MCI or
SCD. Semantic and episodic memory are interdependent and continuously interact (Tulving,
1972, 1986). For example, semantic knowledge is developed in part by information first acquired
by episodic memory; in turn, episodic memories are unceasingly interpreted through the
framework of one’s semantic knowledge (McKay et al., 1996). Potential group differences in the
monitoring of sematic memory processes could elucidate the nature of specific metamemory
failures and increase knowledge about the semantic memory system and how it interacts with
metacognitive processes in pathological aging. Empirical Study 2 investigates how deficits in
memory and executive functioning could differentially affect memory self-awareness, selfknowledge, and performance monitoring—three important markers reflecting the degree of
maintenance or loss of memory/cognitive awareness in the CAM model. Following the
convention of previous research in MCI and AD, we utilized a global prediction paradigm to
measure and compare these three components in our participant groups. Deficits in memory selfawareness, self-knowledge, and performance monitoring could reveal the underlying
mechanisms of poor awareness that may be specific to different prodromal dementia groups,
which would also have important clinical implications.
What follows are the two manuscripts derived from Empirical Studies 1 and 2.
Subsequently, we provide a general discussion that summarizes key findings from the Empirical
Studies to further our understanding about the state of the cognitive awareness system in each
prodromal dementia condition. Lastly, we discuss the clinical implications of our findings and
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provide possible directions for further research in metacognition in prodromal dementia
conditions.
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Abstract
Greater awareness of cognitive difficulties, reflecting stronger metacognitive functioning
in the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease, is linked to better cognitive remediation outcomes.
Past research has not systematically investigated differences in metamemory accuracy in
prodromal dementia conditions, which could inform treatment effectiveness. In this crosssectional study, we utilized a computerized retrospective confidence judgment (RCJ) task for
general knowledge recognition in older adults recruited from the Einstein Aging Study: 106
cognitively healthy individuals (HC), 68 with subjective cognitive decline (SCD), 14 with
amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI), and 31 with non-amnestic mild cognitive
impairment (naMCI). Participants gave confidence ratings after making recognition responses to
each of 75 general knowledge questions. Recognition accuracy, reported confidence, and RCJ
accuracy were analyzed. Relative to HC, RCJ accuracy was significantly lower in naMCI but not
in aMCI or SCD. Additionally, although no group differences in confidence emerged for
incorrect recognition responses, naMCI—but no other prodromal dementia group—demonstrated
lower confidence on correct recognition responses relative to HC. This novel finding suggests
that poorer RCJ accuracy in naMCI may be attributable to specific metacognitive errors. Taken
together, cognitive remediation can benefit those with SCD and MCI, however, interventions
that target metacognitive errors may additionally benefit those with naMCI.
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Introduction
The ability to monitor one’s own memory function is essential to supporting everyday
functions for older adults (Fitzgerald, Arvaneh, & Dockree, 2017), as well as supporting the use
of compensatory strategies for memory changes (Akhtar et al., 2006; Castel et al., 2012; Clare et
al., 2004; Clare & Woods, 2004; Rotenberg & Maeir, 2018). Memory monitoring processes
comprise one component of metamemory, a higher-order system that allows one to evaluate and
make judgments about memory abilities and self-regulate control processes to optimize memory
performance (Chua et al., 2009b; Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2008; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996;
Nelson, 1990; Smith et al., 2003). When monitoring processes are intact, for example, a feeling
of low confidence following memory retrieval would accurately reflect poor recall or recognition
for a given target. Subsequently one may redirect behavior to dedicate more time towards
memory search, switch retrieval strategies, or implement compensatory strategies to aid
remembering (Castel et al., 2012; Nelson, 1990; Nelson & Leonesio, 1988). By contrast, when
monitoring processes are deficient, such as when confidence is high but objective memory
performance is low or when confidence is low but objective memory performance is high, an
individual might respectively engage in inadequate self-regulation or fail to carry out an action
due to low self-efficacy both of which can lead to negative consequences. In addition,
metamemory accuracy has also been shown to be vulnerable to age-related decline (Dodson,
Bawa, & Krueger, 2007; Dodson, Bawa, & Slotnick, 2007; Dodson & Krueger, 2006) and
negatively associated with depression (Cipolli et al., 1996; McDougall, 1995).
Although deficits in metamemory have been reported in Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
(Bertrand et al., 2018; Bertrand, Landeira-Fernandez, & Mograbi, 2016; Bregman, Kavé, Shiner,
Biran, & Initiative, 2019; Cosentino et al., 2007; Cosentino et al., 2016; Duke & Kaszniak, 2000;
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Pappas et al., 1992; Souchay, Isingrini, & Gil, 2002) and other dementias—i.e., frontotemporal
dementia (FTP) (Rosen et al., 2014) and Lewy body dementia (LBD) (Dalrymple-Alford, 2001;
DeFeis et al., 2019)— some studies (Bäckman & Lipinska, 1993; Bertrand et al., 2019; Lipinska
& Bäckman, 1996) have reported that metamemory abilities are preserved in AD. These
discrepancies can be partially accounted for by task differences, specifically pertaining to the
type of information (i.e., semantic or episodic memory) and the stage of memory being
monitored (i.e., encoding or retrieval), as well as the type and order of retrieval process (i.e.,
recall or recognition) required in the test paradigm (Pannu & Kaszniak, 2005). Overall, there is
some consensus that individuals with AD experience metamemory difficulties when monitoring
episodic memory but not semantic memory, as the former presents greater cognitive demands
(Pannu & Kaszniak, 2005).
Relatively less is known about metamemory abilities in prodromal dementia conditions,
such as mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and subjective cognitive decline (SCD). MCI is
recognized as a pathological condition, potentially representing the pre-clinical phase of
dementia, where cognitive functions are intermediate between those observed in normal aging
and clinical dementia, though general cognition and activities of daily living are relatively
preserved (Celsis, 2000; Collie & Maruff, 2000; Petersen et al., 1999). MCI is often classified
into amnestic (aMCI) and non-amnestic (naMCI) subtypes that are characterized by a primary
impairment in memory and/or another cognitive domain(s), respectively (Petersen, 2004, 2011).
Furthermore, in the past decade, SCD has increasingly been recognized as a pre-MCI condition
(Rabin, Smart, & Amariglio, 2017), characterized by a subjective sense of cognitive decline
compared to a previous level of functioning in the absence of objective cognitive or functional
impairment (Jessen, 2014; Molinuevo et al., 2017). Growing research supports that SCD may
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represent a marker of non-normative cognitive decline that predicts future progression to
dementia (Amieva et al., 2008; Dufouil et al., 2005; Hu et al., 2019; Jessen, 2014; Mitchell,
Beaumont, Ferguson, Yadegarfar, & Stubbs, 2014; Slot et al., 2019; Viviano et al., 2019).
Furthermore, SCD may negatively impact social and emotional functioning and challenge quality
of life (Jenkins, Tales, Tree, & Bayer, 2015). Given that general cognitive functions are
preserved in prodromal dementia stages, individuals with MCI and, in particular, SCD, have the
cognitive capacity to benefit from interventions aimed at either compensation or restoration of
function (Roheger et al., 2019; Sohlberg & Mateer, 2001). Indeed, there is a positive relationship
between awareness of memory (and cognitive) function (i.e., a metamemory skill) and the degree
of benefit one may experience from cognitive remediation (Clare et al., 2004; Clare & Woods,
2004; Roheger et al., 2019), which underscores the importance of understanding metamemory
functioning in individuals with preclinical dementia conditions.
In the metamemory framework proposed by Nelson and Narens (1990), different
metamemory processes occur at different stages of memory (i.e., encoding, retrieval), interacting
with control processes to optimize objective memory performance. Various tasks have been
developed to investigate specific monitoring processes. For example, feeling-of-knowing (FOK)
judgments are prospective metamemory judgments made during the retrieval phase about one’s
future memory performance. A typical FOK paradigm would require an individual to rate the
likelihood of recognizing a target, which he or she had just failed to recall, at a later time.
Judgments of learning (JOLs) are also prospective metamemory judgments about how well
newly learned information can be retrieved from memory at a future time. A typical JOL
paradigm would require an individual to learn/study new information and provide subjective
ratings—i.e., immediately following a learning trial or after a delay—about the likelihood of
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recalling the information later. In contrast, retrospective confidence judgments (RCJs), are
retrospective metamemory judgments made postdictively (i.e., after one has retrieved the
memory content) about one’s confidence in past memory performance. Typical RCJ paradigms
require an individual to provide a confidence rating about his or her memory performance
immediately after a retrieval task (i.e., recall or recognition).
Past research with Korsakoff’s syndrome, amnestic patients, and frontal lesion patients
has shown that metamemory monitoring processes are critically supported by executive
functions and the integrity of the frontal lobes—particularly the prefrontal cortex—and perhaps
to a lesser extent, by the medial temporal lobes (MTL) (Janowsky, Shimamura, & Squire, 1989;
Kaszniak & Zak, 1996; McGlynn & Kaszniak, 1991a, 1991b; McGlynn & Schacter, 1989; Pannu
& Kaszniak, 2005; Shimamura, 1994). An fMRI study that compared regions of activation in
healthy adults during two episodic metacognitive tasks (FOK and RCJ) based on a face-name
associative memory paradigm and a non-metamemory control task (i.e., attractiveness rating),
linked different metamemory monitoring processes to common and distinct neuroanatomical
regions (Chua et al., 2009b). Specifically, compared to a non-metamemory task, both FOK and
RCJ tasks were associated with greater activation in the medial prefrontal, medial parietal, and
lateral parietal regions—regions associated with internally directed cognition. Furthermore,
distinct patterns of activation between FOK and RCJ involved the fusiform gyrus (i.e., consistent
with facial processing functions specific to the task), as well as medial temporal lobe and medial
parietal regions (Chua et al., 2009b). Overall, these studies suggest that distinct impairment of
frontal/executive and/or MTL/memory systems may differentially affect specific monitoring
processes, leading to variable metamemory performance.
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There is consensus that aMCI and naMCI subtypes have different etiologies associated
with different neuropathological processes, with aMCI mostly representing prodromal AD, while
naMCI most likely represents the prodromal stage of non-AD dementias (Petersen et al., 2001),
such as LBD, FTD, and vascular dementia (VaD) (Petersen et al., 2001). Specifically, MTL
atrophy and decreased MTL activation, similar to that observed in AD, have been reported in
aMCI. In contrast, atrophy in the left anterior inferior temporal lobe (for a language deficit
subgroup) and basal forebrain and hypothalamus (for an attention/executive dysfunction
subgroup) (Whitwell et al., 2007), as well as decreases in parietal and frontal activation during
recall and recognition (Machulda et al., 2009), have been reported for naMCI. Furthermore,
research has identified SCD as etiologically diverse, potentially representing the prodromal
forms of different MCI subtypes (Beckett et al., 2015; Jessen, 2014; Reisberg & Gauthier, 2008;
Reisberg et al., 2008). SCD has been linked to biomarkers and neurological markers associated
with AD (Amariglio et al., 2015; Jessen et al., 2006; Perrotin et al., 2015; Saykin et al., 2006;
Striepens et al., 2010), and other dementias (Jessen, Amariglio, et al., 2014), such as VaD
(Beckett et al., 2015). Overall, these studies provide evidence that neurocognitive changes
underlying progression from SCD to MCI and MCI to dementia—manifesting in greater or lesser
impairment of frontal/executive and MTL/memory systems—differ by subtype. Given that
specific metamemory functioning deficits have also been linked to distinct impairment of
frontal/executive and/or MTL/memory systems (i.e., see Janowsky, Shimamura, & Squire, 1989;
Kaszniak & Zak, 1996; McGlynn & Kaszniak, 1991a, 1991b; McGlynn & Schacter, 1989; Pannu
& Kaszniak, 2005; Arthur P Shimamura, 1994), metamemory performance may also potentially
be differentially impacted across the spectrum of SCD and MCI subtypes.
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To our knowledge, only four studies (Akhtar et al., 2006; Anderson & SchmitterEdgecombe, 2010; Perrotin et al., 2007) have utilized an experimental metamemory task in
individuals with MCI. Akhtar and colleagues utilized a JOL paradigm, investigating immediate
JOLs, and reported a sparing of JOL abilities, despite an observed difference in JOL magnitude,
in MCI relative to healthy older adult controls (HC). In contrast, Perrotin and colleagues (2007),
utilizing an FOK task, found that compared to HC, metamemory accuracy was impaired in MCI.
Moreover, whereas metamemory accuracy was positively associated with measures of executive
functions in HC, metamemory accuracy was positively associated with measures of memory in
MCI; thus, the researchers speculated that memory deficits in MCI may interfere with the use of
more effective forms of memory monitoring. Anderson and Schmitter-Edgecombe (2010)
investigated differences in metamemory performance between MCI and older healthy controls
utilizing a FOK paradigm that also included a RCJ task, reporting that, relative to HC, MCI
participants were impaired on prospective (FOK) but not retrospective (RCJ) metamemory
monitoring. Notably, these researchers did not find the significant associations between
metamemory and executive function (in HC) or between metamemory and memory (in MCI)
reported by Perrotin and colleagues (2007). Lastly, Seelye, Schimitter-Edgecombe, & Flores’
(2010) study investigated differences in memory monitoring between HC and both aMCI and
naMCI participants using a global performance-prediction paradigm, similar to a JOL task,
reporting that both MCI groups demonstrated intact memory self-monitoring abilities and
memory self-awareness. Overall, the picture of metamemory functiong in MCI mirrors that in
AD in that it appears that metamemory difficulties arise on tasks that require higher (i.e., FOK)
rather than lower (JOL and RCJ) levels of cogntive demand (for details about task differences,
see Pannu and Kaszniak, 2005). Notably, all four of MCI studies above employed metamemory
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tasks that were based on episodic memory (and not semantic memory). Also, to our knoweldge,
there are no studies of metamemory in SCD that utilize an experimental paradigm.
The primary purpose of this study is to investigate differences in metamemory accuracy
among healthy older adults with intact cognition (HC) and those with SCD, aMCI, and naMCI
using a RCJ task for general knowledge recognition (i.e., semantic memory). We seek to extend
the literature on metamemory functioning in preclinical dementia populations, which is currently
only based on MCI and the monitoring of episodic memory. Our second study aim is to explore
potentially differential patterns of congruency between subjective confidence and objective
recognition accuracy that may underlie possible group differences in RCJ accuracy. There is a
growing body of research showing that compared to younger adults, older adults tend to have
higher confidence in their false memories (Dodson, Bawa, & Krueger, 2007; Dodson, Bawa,
Slotnick, 2007; Dodson & Krueger, 2006; Karpel, Hoyer, & Toglia, 2001; Kelley & Sahakyan,
2003) and demonstrate higher rates of false recognition (Dodson & Schacter, 2002; Jacoby,
Bishara, Hessels, & Toth, 2005; Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997; Norman & Schacter, 1997;
Schacter, Koutstaal, & Norman, 1997). Furthermore, older adults’ high confidence errors (i.e.,
endorsement of false positives) have been shown to be related to differences in neural signals
associated with increased activity for high confidence responses on functional neuroimaging
studies (Chua, Schacter, & Sperling, 2009a). Taken together, a better understanding of subjective
confidence, as well as potential differences in confidence, across the prodromal dementia groups
is warranted.
Based on previous findings implicating a critical role of the frontal lobes in metamemory
(Botvinick, 2007; Janowsky, Shimamura, Kritchevsky, & Squire, 1989; Shimamura, 2000;
Shimamura & Squire, 1986), we hypothesize that executive and frontal system weaknesses in
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naMCI would disrupt metamemory monitoring processes, resulting in lower metamemory
accuracy in this group relative to HC. In contrast, based on research showing that individuals
with AD experience metamemory difficulties when monitoring episodic memory but not
semantic memory (Bäckman & Lipinska, 1993; Cosentino et al., 2007; Lipinska & Bäckman,
1996), as the former presents greater cognitive demands (Pannu & Kaszniak, 2005), we
hypothesize that aMCI participants, who are characterized by a primary deficit in episodic
memory, will demonstrate intact metamemory accuracy, relative to HC, on our RCJ general
knowledge recognition (i.e., semantic memory) task. Lastly, we predict that, relative to HC,
metamemory monitoring processes will be intact in SCD, given that these individuals do not
show objective executive functioning or memory impairments on formal testing. Although
findings from our pilot study (Nutter-Upham et al., 2008) that compared HC and SCD
participants using this same RCJ general knowledge recognition task suggested that
metamemory accuracy was poorer in SCD relative to HC, metamemory accuracy in the pilot
study was measured by taking the Pearson r correlation between recognition accuracy and
confidence over trials, which does not account for biases based on participants’ pattern of
responding. Therefore, to determine the reliability of these previous findings, we utilized more
accurate methods of measuring metamemory accuracy (see Metamemory Accuracy section
below) in the current study for comparison.
Methods
Participants and procedures
Participants were recruited from the Einstein Aging Study, a longitudinal study of
cognitive aging and dementia in ethnically and social-economically diverse community-dwelling
older adults, aged 70 years and older, from the Bronx, NY. Participants are recruited to the EAS
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through systematic sampling from voter registration and Medicare lists (Katz et al., 2012; Lipton
et al., 2003). EAS exclusion criteria include age < 70 years-old, institutionalized, presence of
active psychiatric symptomatology and/or perceptual (e.g., visual/auditory) impairments that
would interfere with neuropsychological testing, non-ambulatory, non-English-speaking, nonBronx resident status. We did not invite EAS participants with dementia or clinical depression.
The study protocol was approved by the institutional review boards of the City University of
New York and Albert Einstein College of Medicine, and written informed consent was obtained
from all participants. Participants were first assessed during their annual EAS visit (see Katz et
al., 2012 for details); approximately two weeks later, they completed a second assessment
session that included the computerized recognition confidence task and neuropsychological tests
and questionnaires (described below). Transportation, lunch, and $25 for participation were
provided.
Participant classification into the healthy adult controls (HC), subjective cognitive
decline (SCD), or mild cognitive impairment (MCI) groups was carried out utilizing an
established psychometric approach (see Chi et al., 2014 ; Rabin, Wang, Katz, & Lipton, 2014;
and refer to Appendix A for specific information on subtests and procedures). First, we
established robust norms for 13 neuropsychological tests utilizing 411 independent EAS
participants who were dementia-free for 3 years, who were not participants in the current study
and whom we refer to as the “robust sample.” Second, three underlying cognitive factors were
identified using a principal component analysis: (1) global/verbal (Boston Naming, Information,
Similarities, Vocabulary, Digit Span, and Letter Fluency); (2) executive/processing speed (Block
Design, Digit Symbol-Coding, and Trail Making Test Parts A and B); and (3) memory (FCSRT,
Category Fluency, Logical Memory). Third, for participants in the current study, global/verbal,
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executive/processing speed, and memory cognitive domain scores were calculated as the average
Z score of each test associated within a given factor, derived using means and standard
deviations (SD) of the robust sample stratified by age group (70–79 and 80 and above).
MCI was classified in participants whose cognitive domain scores were considerably
lower (>1 SD) than the mean of the robust sample on one or more cognitive factors and who
endorsed at least one cognitive complaint on EAS self-report measures—i.e., items that assess
participants’ self-perceptions of their cognitive abilities taken from the Consortium to Establish a
Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD; Morris et al., 1993 ), a yes-no rating scale of current
functioning of several cognitive domains; or the “cognitive item” from the Geriatric Depression
Scale, Short Form (GDS; Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986 ), a dichotomous item that asks participants
whether they feel they have “more memory problems than most.” MCI was further subdivided
into two groups, amnestic (aMCI) and non-amnestic (naMCI). The aMCI group included
participants whose cognitive factor Z scores were below 1 SD on memory or memory plus global
and/or executive/processing speed domains of the robust sample. The naMCI group included
participants whose cognitive factor Z scores were below 1 SD on the executive/processing speed
and/or global domains of the robust sample.
SCD was classified in cognitively intact participants (i.e., cognitive factor Z scores for all
three domains did not fall considerably lower (>1 SD) than the mean of the robust sample) who
exceeded an optimal cut point for self and/or informant complaints. We used cognitive
complaints items from previous research (Rabin et al., 2012) to derive scores that were the
proportion of positive responses. Subsequently, we derived an optimal cut point from a receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis, stratified by young-old (age 70–79) and old-old (age 80
and above) groups, which used the robust sample and was based on the cross-sectional
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association between the self or informant complaint and MCI (see Rabin, Wang, Katz, & Lipton,
2014). The optimal cut for self-complaint score was 12.5% for the younger group and 22.2% for
the older group. The optimal cut for the informant-complaint score was 21.0% for the younger
group and 10.0% for the older group.
HC was classified in cognitively intact participants whose cognitive factor Z scores for
all three domains did not fall considerably lower (>1 SD) than the mean of the robust sample and
who did not exceed the optimal cut point for self- and/or informant complaints.
Retrospective confidence judgment (RCJ) paradigm using a general knowledge recognition
task
The computerized RCJ-General Knowledge Recognition task used in this study was
based on a conventional paradigm from previous metamemory research (Björkman, 1994;
Juslin, 1993, 1994). All participants were tested individually. Task instructions, recognition
trials, and confidence trials were presented on a laptop computer screen (font size = 45; screen
size= 17 inches). General knowledge questions and answers/response choices used in the
recognition trials were adapted from Nelson and Narens (1980) and trivia games. On the
recognition trials, participants viewed a general knowledge question on the screen with three
numbered multiple-choice answers displayed below. They were to select the correct answer by
pressing the corresponding key on the keyboard. For example, for the question, “What do you
call a shape with five sides?”, the answer choices displayed were “1. Pentagon,” “2. Hexagon,”
and “3. Heptagon.” Participants were instructed to press the “1,” “2,” or “3” key on the
keyboard, which were marked with labels to enhance visibility. After entering a response (or
after 9 seconds had passed), participants completed a confidence trial where they rated
confidence in their previous response using a 5-pt Likert scale presented on the screen (i.e., “0%,
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25%, 50%, 75%, 100%”, with “0%” representing a confidence level of 0% and “100%”
representing a confidence level of 100%) by pressing one of the labeled keys, which
corresponded to “a,” “s,” “d,” “f,” and “g” on the keyboard. Figure 1 presents additional details
about the recognition and confidence trials.
General knowledge questions were presented in randomized order. The task included 75
general knowledge recognition trials, each followed by a separate confidence rating trial. Screens
were self-timed: participants had 9 seconds to complete a general knowledge recognition trial
and 5 seconds to enter a confidence rating on the next screen.
To ensure that participants understood and felt comfortable with the task, a practice set—
comprising general instructions, 7 recognition trials, and 7 confidence trials—was given prior to
the start of the task. We attempted a response-orientated modification to de-bias retrospective
overconfidence and improve calibration by providing performance feedback during the practice
phase (for a review of debiasing literature, see Arkes, 1991; Fischhoff & MacGregor, 1982).
Participants were shown whether they had selected a correct answer immediately following their
confidence rating for each question; in addition, their accumulative performance was also
displayed in the feedback (e.g., “3 out of 5 correct” along with “Accuracy = 60%”).
Recognition performance (correct, incorrect), confidence level (ranging from 0%, 25%,
50%, 75%, 100%), and reaction times (milliseconds) were recorded for each recognition and/or
confidence trial. We derived measures for recognition accuracy, retrospective confidence
judgments, reactions times for recognition and confidence trials, and two measures of
metamemory accuracy (gamma, da) shown below.
Recognition accuracy and response time
Recognition accuracy was calculated as the proportion of correct recognition responses
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over n number of usable trials (e.g., #correct recognition/ntrials). Usable trials were considered
trials that contained both recognition and confidence data (i.e., no response trials were omitted).
Reaction times recorded on recognition trials were first categorized by recognition accuracy
(e.g., correct versus incorrect) and then averaged across the total number of trials in each
category, yielding mean reaction times for correct and incorrect recognition trials for each
participant. Response time was measured in milliseconds.
Retrospective confidence judgment (RCJ) rating and response time
Ratings obtained on the confidence trials were also evaluated in the context of
recognition accuracy and then averaged, producing mean confidence ratings for correct and
incorrect recognition trials. RCJ was measured using a 5-pt Likert scale (e.g., 1 = 0%, 2 = 25%, 3
= 50%, 4 = 75%, and 5 = 100% confident) and then calculated using the percentage score
associated with each value on the scale. Reaction times recorded on confidence trials were
likewise categorized by recognition accuracy and then averaged across the total number of trials
in each category, yielding mean reaction times for RCJ responses when recognition was correct
versus incorrect.
Metamemory accuracy
To calculate RCJ accuracy, which is the consistency between subjective confidence and
objective recognition accuracy, we used two different measures: the Goodman-Kruska gamma
correlation and da.
The gamma statistic is conventionally used to assess the relationship between
retrospective confidence judgments and recognition performance in RCJ paradigms. Gamma is a
rank-order correlation that quantifies the extent that higher ratings were paired with higher
accuracy scores and lower ratings were paired with lower accuracy scores (Nelson, 1984).
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Essentially, in this calculation, each rating-accuracy pair is compared with the others to
determine the total number of concordant (e.g., both the rating and accuracy are higher in one
pair versus another) and discordant (e.g., the rating in one pair is higher compared to the second
pair, though accuracy is lower) pairs. The gamma index is determined dividing the number of
concordant minus discordant pairs by the sum of discordances and concordances (C – D)/(C +
D). While the gamma correlation has been argued to be a “noisy” measure of resolution, due to
the fact that ties (i.e., events where confidence rating or performance accuracy in one pair is
equivalent to that in another pair) are discarded (Nelson, 1984), we chose to use gamma because
it is a widely used relative measure of metamemory accuracy that would allow for ease of
comparison with other studies. Gamma is a continuous variable, ranging from -1 to +1, with
large positive values corresponding to a large, positive association, values near 0 representing
chance-level associations, and negative values indicating an inverse relationship.
Another approach to measuring RCJ accuracy is by estimating metamemory sensitivity
based on signal detection theory (SDT; Clark et al., 1959; Flemming & Lau, 2014; Nelson,
1984). We utilized da, a trial-by-trial measure of monitoring resolution derived from SDT that
has been argued in recent research to be superior to gamma and other measures of metamemory
accuracy (Benjamin & Diaz, 2008; Masson & Rotello, 2009; Toth, Daniels, & Solinger, 2011).
We followed the procedure described in Benjamin and Diaz (2008) to compute da, using the
formula, √2y0/(1+m2), where y0 is the y intercept and m2 is the slope of a normal deviate
isosensitivity function. Conceptualized as a distance-based measure, da ranges from ∞ to −∞,
where zero represents performance at chance.
Additional neuropsychological measures included in study analyses
The Geriatric Depression Scale-Short Form (GDS; Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986), is a self-
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reported yes/no rating scale of depressive symptoms normed for older adults. Scores range from
0 to 15, with scores > 4 suggesting clinical depression (Marc, Raue, & Bruce, 2008).
Statistical analyses
We calculated the descriptive statistics of mean and standard deviation for continuous
variables and frequency and percentage for categorical variables. We used analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to compare the continuous variables and the Pearson chi-square test to compare the
categorical variables. As years of education (in addition to, recognition accuracy and gamma)
had a skewed distribution, scores were cube transformed to allow for parametric analysis.
Recognition accuracy was first assessed separately for each group using a one-sample t-test
using 33% (chance rate for a three alternative responses) as the test criteria. In the between-group
comparisons for HC, SCD, aMCI, and naMCI groups we used analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA), adjusting for significantly different variables from the demographic and clinical
characteristics comparisons, to test for differences in recognition accuracy. We utilized a mixed
ANCOVA, controlling for appropriate covariates, to examine between-group and within-subjects
differences and interaction effects on measures of retrospective confidence judgments (RCJ), as
well as reaction times for recognition and confidence trials, for correct and incorrect recognition
trials. These were followed by post hoc analyses using paired t-tests, simple effects tests using
independent one-way ANCOVA, or multiple comparisons with Bonferroni correction. Mauchly's
test of sphericity was used to determine whether there was a violation in the assumption of
sphericity. If the assumption was not met, the Greenhouse- Geisser correction was applied and
we reported the epsilon (ε). To evaluate between-group differences in the two metamemory
measures (gamma and da), we utilized independent one-way ANCOVA, adjusting for appropriate
covariates. We used partial eta square and cohen’s d to calculate effect sizes for
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ANOVA/ANCOVA and one-sample t-test comparisons, respectively. All p-values were twotailed with an alpha level of .05. We used SPSS Version 26 for all analyses.

Results
Participant characteristics
Although we had originally recruited 240 participants for our study, 212 participants were
removed from our analyses because they had GDS scores that exceeded the cut-off associated
with depression (i.e., greater than 4). Given that depression has been reported to be negatively
associated with metacognition functioning in older adults (Cipolli et al., 1996; McDougall,
1995), we wanted to remove any potential confounding variables. Therefore, the following
analyses were conducted with the remaining 219 participants.
Table 1 shows the demographic and clinical characteristic comparisons for the HC
(n=106), SCD3 (n=68), aMCI (n=14), and naMCI (n=31) groups. The average age of our
participants was 80.78 years (SD=5.54), average years of education was 14.63 (SD=3.40),
67.60% were female, and 58.90% identified as White. Education significantly differed. Post-hoc
tests showed that the mean years of education was significantly lower for naMCI compared to
HC and SCD (ps<.001). There were no significant between-group differences of age, sex, or
GDS score.
Performance outcomes for RCJ paradigm using a general knowledge recognition task

Of the 21 participants removed from our analyses due to having GDS scores associated with
clinical depression, results from a Pearson chi-square test showed that the frequency of these
depressed participants did not significantly differ between groups.
3 Only 8 SCD participants were classified based on informant-report of cognitive concerns. Boxplot analyses showed that these 8 participants were not outliers in any of the relevant
demographic or experimental measures.
2
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Table 2 summarizes the between-group analyses for recognition accuracy1, retrospective
confidence ratings, and metamemory accuracy.
General knowledge recognition performance
One-sample t-tests were used to test whether or not performance on the general
knowledge recognition task was greater than chance for each group. Participants in the HC
(M=.77, SD=.08; t(105)=57.42, p<.001, d=5.58), SCD (M=.79, SD=.09; t(67)= 43.26, p<.001,
d=5.25), aMCI group (M=.67, SD=.15; t(13)= 8.45, p<.001, d=2.26), and naMCI (M=.61,
SD=.14; t(30)= 11.64, p<.001, d=2.09) groups performed significantly above the chance rate
(33%) associated with a three-alternative forced-choice recognition task (see General Knowledge
Recognition Task below).
Recognition accuracy4. As recognition accuracy was calculated as the proportion of
correct recognition responses over n number of usable trials (e.g., trials that contained both
recognition and confidence data), we first investigated any possible group differences in the
number of usable trials. An independent one-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of group
on trials (HC: M=67.55, SD=7.57; SCD: M=64.16, SD=10.04; aMCI: M=54.79, SD=17.08;
naMCI: M=58.74, SD=14.88; F(3, 215)=10.31, p<.001, ηp2=.13). Post-hoc tests showed that HC
had a significantly greater number of usable trials compared to aMCI (p<.01) and naMCI
(p<.001) and SCD had a significantly greater number of usable trials compared to aMCI (p<.05).
To evaluate potential group differences in the proportion of correct responses obtained on
the general knowledge recognition task, we carried out an independent one-way ANCOVA,
where years of education and number of usable trials were included as covariates. Recognition
Mean recognition accuracy was calculated using 74 out of the original 75 general knowledge
recognition trials, as one particular trial was excluded from our analyses due to an error in how
the general knowledge question appeared for some participants.
4
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accuracy significantly differed by group. Post-hoc tests showed that HC and SCD performed
significantly better on recognition accuracy compared to aMCI (ps<.05 and <.01, respectively)
and naMCI groups (ps<.001).
Recognition response time5. To evaluate differences in reaction times when making a
correct versus incorrect recognition response, we carried out a 4 Group (HC, SCD, aMCI,
naMCI) X 2 Recognition Accuracy (correct/incorrect recognition trials) mixed ANCOVA, with
education included as a covariate. There was no significant main within-subjects effect of
recognition accuracy on reaction time. There was, however, a significant main effect of group on
mean reaction time (msec) (HC: M=5404.14, SE=72.42, SCD: M=5732.49, SE=90.70, aMCI:
M=5778.50, SE=182.81, naMCI: M=5778.50, SE=206.43; F(3, 213)= 4.91, p<.01, ηp2=.07).
Post-hoc tests showed that overall naMCI and SCD responded significantly slower than HC
(ps<.05). Importantly, the main effect of group was qualified by a significant group X
Recognition Accuracy interaction (F(3, 213) = 10.97, ε = 1.00, p<.001, ηp2= 0.13). HC and SCD
demonstrated significantly shorter mean reaction times for correct versus incorrect recognition
trials, while aMCI and naMCI did not show any significant differences in reaction times based
on recognition accuracy (see Table 2 and Figure 3). Additionally, simple effects tests using
separate independent one-way ANCOVAs, with education entered as a co-variate, demonstrated
significant group differences for recognition accuracy on correct and but not incorrect
recognition trials (see Table 2). Subsequent post-hoc analysis showed that for correct recognition
trials, HC and SCD demonstrated significantly faster mean reaction times compared to naMCI
(ps = <.001 and <.01, respectively).

Mean recognition response time was calculated using 74 out of the original 75 general
knowledge recognition trials, as one particular trial was excluded from our analyses due to an
error in how the general knowledge question appeared for some participants.
5
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Retrospective confidence judgments (RCJ)
RCJ ratings based on recognition accuracy. To evaluate potential between-group and
within-subjects differences in confidence ratings obtained for correct versus incorrect recognition
trials, we carried out a 4 Group (HC, SCD, aMCI, and naMCI) X 2 Recognition Accuracy
(correct/incorrect recognition trials) mixed ANCOVA, with education entered as a covariate.
There was a significant within-subjects main effect of Recognition Accuracy on RCJs (correct
recognition: M= 85.46, SE=.92; incorrect recognition: M=68.54, SE= 1.51; F(1, 213) = 115.20,
p<.001, ε = 1.00, ηp2 = .35), where overall the mean confidence rating was greater for correct
versus incorrect recognition trials. There was also a significant main effect of group (F (3, 213) =
5.45, p<.05, ηp2 =.05). Post-hoc tests showed that naMCI demonstrated a significantly lower
mean overall confidence compared to HC (p <.05). Importantly, these main effects were
qualified by a significant Group X Recognition Accuracy interaction (F (3, 213) = 5.39, p<.01,
ηp2 =.07). Although all groups demonstrated significantly greater mean confidence ratings for
correct compared to incorrect recognition trials (HC: t(105) = 19.24, p <.001, d= 1.87; SCD:
t(68) = 13.07, p<.001, d= 1.57; aMCI: t(13) = 5.19, p <.001, d=1.44; naMCI: t(30) = 7.01, p
<.001, d=1.26; see Table 2 and Figure 2), the HC and SCD groups demonstrated a greater
difference in confidence based on recognition accuracy compared to the two MCI group (HC:
Correct: M = 90.64, 95% CI [88.32, 92.20], Incorrect: M = 71.40, 95% CI [67.70, 74.04]; SCD:
Correct: M = 89.87, 95% CI [86.99, 91.79], Incorrect: M = 68.82, 95% CI [64.44, 72.28]; aMCI:
Correct: M = 85.09, 95% CI [78.77, 89.77], Incorrect: M = 70.24, 95% CI [59.28, 77.25];
naMCI: M = 76.00, 95% CI [74.22, 81.61], Incorrect: 64.83, M = 95% CI [60.61, 72.69]). In
addition, simple effects tests using separate independent one-way ANCOVAs, with education
entered as a co-variate, demonstrated significant group differences for confidence ratings on
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correct (but not incorrect) recognition trials (see Table 2). Subsequent post-hoc analysis showed
that for correct recognition trials, HC and SCD demonstrated a significantly higher mean
confidence rating compared to naMCI (ps = <.001).
RCJ rating response times based on recognition accuracy. To evaluate potential
differences in confidence judgment reaction times for correct versus incorrect recognition
responses, we utilized a 4 group (HC, SCD, aMCI, naMCI) X 2 Recognition Accuracy
(correct/incorrect recognition trials) mixed ANCOVA, with education included as a covariate.
There was no significant within-subjects effect of recognition accuracy on reaction times for
confidence ratings. There was, however, a significant group effect (HC: M=1050.07, SD =
42.39; SCD: M=1120.08, SD=52.85; aMCI: M= 1453.17, SD = 125.16; naMCI = 1175.54,
SD=80.89; F(1,211)=3.36, p<.05, ηp2 =0.05). Post-hoc tests revealed that overall the mean
reaction time for confidence ratings was significantly slower for aMCI compared to HC (p<.05).
There was no significant group X recognition accuracy interaction.
Metamemory Accuracy
Goodman-Kruskall gamma coefficient gamma, G. To evaluate potential group
differences in gamma, we carried out an independent one-way ANCOVA with education entered
as a covariate. Gamma significantly differed across groups (Table 2). Post-hoc tests showed that
gamma was significantly greater for HC and SCD compared to naMCI (ps<.01).
One-sample t-tests were used to test whether or not gamma scores were significantly
different than zero (i.e., chance performance) for each group. Participants in the HC
(t(104)=41.85, p<.001, d=4.01), SCD (t(67)=15.03, p<.001, d=1.82), aMCI (t(12)=7.53, p<.001,
d=2.09) and naMCI (t(30)=9.11, p<.001, d=1.64) groups all performed significantly above the
chance level.
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da. Results from an independent one-way ANCOVA, with education entered as a
covariate, showed that da significantly differed between groups (Table 2). Post-hoc tests showed
that da was significantly greater for HC and SCD compared to naMCI (ps<.01).
One-sample t-tests were used to test whether or not d a scores were significantly different
than zero (i.e., chance performance) for each group. Participants in the HC (t(104)=23.45,
p<.001, d=2.29), SCD (t(67)=15.56, p<.001, d=1.89), aMCI (t(12)=6.27, p<.001, d=1.74) and
naMCI (t(30)=6.80, p<.001, d=1.22) groups all performed significantly above the chance level.

Discussion
Our primary goal was to investigate differences in metamemory accuracy among healthy
older adults with intact cognition (HC) and those with SCD, aMCI, and naMCI as measured by a
RCJ task for general knowledge recognition. Relative to HC, RCJ accuracy was significantly
lower in the naMCI group but not in the aMCI or SCD groups. Additionally, we explored
potentially differential patterns of congruency between subjective confidence and objective
recognition accuracy that may underlie possible group differences in RCJ accuracy. Although
results failed to reveal differences in confidence for incorrect recognition responses, the naMCI
group (and no other prodromal dementia group) demonstrated lower confidence on correct
recognition responses relative to HC.
Semantic retrospective confidence judgments (RCJ) accuracy and prodromal dementia
groups
Mild Cognitive Impairment
A RCJ task for general knowledge (GK) recognition utilizes a metamemory paradigm
that allows participants to directly monitor their own semantic memory functioning during a GK
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recognition test by making postdictive confidence judgments about their previous recognition
performance. Metamemory accuracy was assessed by comparing subjective confidence ratings
with objective GK recognition performance using a correlational approach (gamma coefficient)
and a sensitivity approach based on signal detection theory (da). When the MCI groups were
compared to healthy controls on this semantic RCJ task, results showed that while recognition
accuracy was significantly poorer in both MCI groups, RCJ accuracy using both measures was
significantly lower only in the naMCI group, suggesting that individuals with naMCI but not
aMCI are less accurate in their ability to retrospectively monitor semantic memory functions
relative to healthy controls. Furthermore, the differential pattern between recognition and RCJ
accuracy in the MCI groups is in line with growing evidence from fMRI studies that recognition
and confidence judgments are different processes (Chua, Schacter, Rand-Giovannetti, &
Sperling, 2006; Chua et al., 2009b), even though they may rely on partially overlapping
information (Busey et al., 2000), and provides support that metamemory performance is likely to
vary between MCI subgroups as a function of their specific neuropsychological profiles, further
suggesting that poorer recognition performance is unlikely to fully account for the lower RCJ
accuracy observed in naMCI participants in comparison to healthy controls. Moreover, although
education was significantly lower in the naMCI group compared to HC, variance due to
differences in education was appropriately controled for in our analyses, therefore suggesting it
is not a likely contributor to naMCI participants’ lower RCJ.
Taken together, these findings are consistent with our prediction that RCJ accuracy
would be poorer in those with naMCI, relative to HC, given that weak executive functioning and
compromised frontal systems would likely interfere with monitoring processes required for
optimal metamemory functioning. Although, to our knowledge, this is the first study to examine
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RCJ accuracy in naMCI, results are in line with previous research emphasizing the critical role of
executive processes and frontal systems in monitoring memory (Shallice, 2001) and in
supporting metacognitive processes overall (Botvinick, 2007; Janowsky, Shimamura,
Kritchevsky, et al., 1989; Shimamura, 2000; Shimamura & Squire, 1986). In addition, our
results are consistent with our prediction that, aMCI, primarily characterized by episodic
memory weaknesses, would demonstrate intact RCJ accuracy relative to HC on a semantic
memory task, especially given previous research showing that semantic memory monitoring is
preserved in AD (Bäckman & Lipinska, 1993; Cosentino et al., 2007; Lipinska & Bäckman,
1996).
Subjective Cognitive Decline
For SCD participants, recognition performance and RCJ accuracy did not significantly
differ from HC. Notably, our findings contradict those yielded from a pilot study (Nutter-Upham
et al., 2008), which utilized the same task but less accurate measures of metamemory accuracy
(Pearson r correlation), that had suggested that metamemory abilities were poor in SCD.
Consistent with our prediction, current findings indicate that the ability to accurately monitor
one’s memory state (for semantic knowledge) is intact in those with SCD. In fact, we believe that
it is likely due to acute self-evaluative processes that these individuals are able to detect and
report subtle cognitive changes not readily detectable on standardized neuropsychological tasks.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate metamemory functioning in SCD using an
experimental RCJ paradigm. Our results provide further validation for a key assumption in the
current diagnostic criteria for SCD--that these individuals are capable of making reliable and
accurate self-assessments of their cognitive functioning, which require the ability to assess
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changes in cognitive functioning relative to oneself and to others of the same age (Jessen et al.,
2014; Rabin, Smart, & Amariglio, 2017).
Subjective confidence and prodromal dementia groups
Mild Cognitive Impairment
In examining how subjective confidence may differ between groups, further analyses
revealed that, even though confidence was significantly higher for correct versus incorrect
recognition responses across all groups, indicating that participants were generally aware of their
memory functioning, this accuracy-related difference was significantly smaller in both MCI
groups when compared to healthy controls, suggesting that the relationship between subjective
confidence and objective memory performance remains meaningful in MCI but differs in
magnitude in comparison to healthy controls. Notably, intact JOL accuracy, along with a smaller
JOL magnitude relative to HC, was also observed in aMCI participants by Akhtar and
colleagues’ (2006) study with aMCI participants. Furthermore, given the large effect sizes
associated with the accuracy-related differences in confidence and the above-chance
performances on both metamemory measures observed across all participant groups, we interpret
these results to suggest that, although, relative to HC, metamemorial processes may be weaker in
MCI, these processes are likely (at least) grossly intact in both aMCI and naMCI subtypes, which
is consistent with previous findings (Seelye et al., 2010).
Furthermore, although HCs demonstrated significantly longer reaction times for incorrect
versus correct recognition responses, which we interpret to indicate that they felt greater
uncertainty for incorrect responses, MCI participants did not significantly differ in reaction time
based on recognition accuracy, suggesting that feelings of uncertainty were comparable
regardless of response accuracy. Notably, we did not observe significant group differences in
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confidence ratings or reaction times when we examined incorrect responses specifically,
suggesting that participants were aware when they were incorrect/just guessing; this finding is
consistent with some previous research (Chua et al., 2009a). However, when we examined only
correct recognition responses, relative to HC, naMCI (and not aMCI) participants demonstrated
both significantly lower confidence and significantly longer reaction times. Given that we used a
multiple-choice format for confidence trials, and reaction times for confidence rating responses
did not significantly differ, the naMCI’s relatively slower reaction times for correct recognition
responses were likely related to problems determining differences in memory strength in targets
and lures (Chua, Hannula, & Ranganath, 2012)—as opposed to problems resolving response
selection conflicts associated with multiple-choice recognition formats (Botvinick, 2007).
Interestingly, although high confidence errors have been observed to drive the overconfidence
effect in healthy older adults (Chua et al., 2009a), our findings suggest that the relative weakness
in RCJ accuracy in naMCI is driven by low confidence for correct responses. Given that both
correct and incorrect recognition responses have been shown in a functional study to be
associated with activations in the left inferior prefrontal cortex (Chua, Rand-Giovannetti,
Schacter, Albert, & Sperling, 2004), impaired frontal networks in this group may result in
difficulties assessing memory that contribute to lower subjective feelings of confidence even
after making a correct recognition response. Overall, results provide support that vulnerability to
at least one kind of metacognitive error—i.e., exhibiting low confidence when objective
performance when performance is high—underlies naMCI participants’ poorer metamemory
performance relative to HC on our RCJ semantic recognition task.
In further examining our findings for aMCI, we believe that although between comparisons show that RCJ accuracy is comparable between HC and aMCI, the smaller
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accuracy-related difference in confidence observed in aMCI relative to HC nevertheless suggests
that neuropathological changes associated with this diagnostic group can negatively impact
memory monitoring abilities. Therefore, as RCJ and JOL paradigms are considered less
cognitively demanding compared to FOK tasks (Pannu & Kaszniak, 2005), it is possible that the
neurocognitive changes in aMCI (i.e., prodromal AD) are less likely to manifest in metamemory
errors in low—i.e., RCJ or JOL paradigms (Anderson & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2010; Seelye et
al., 2010)—but not in high cognitive demand conditions, which would be consistent with the
metamemory literature for AD (Pannu & Kaszniak, 2005), as well as aMCI studies showing that
RCJ but not FOK accuracy is preserved in aMCI (Anderson & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2010;
Perrotin et al., 2007). However, although our findings are consistent across two metamemory
measures and with the pattern of results yielded from our analyses of accuracy-related
confidence and recognition response times, the small size of our aMCI group limited statistical
power. Future research should further investigate metamemory differences between HC and
aMCI, as well as factors leading to confidence judgments that are congruent with accuracy.
Subjective Cognitive Decline
Relative to HC, SCD participants demonstrated comparable performance on confidence
ratings, as well as reaction times for confidence ratings and recognition responses, based on
recognition accuracy. These findings provide further evidence that metamemorial processes are
preserved in SCD.
Clinical implications for assessment and cognitive remediation/rehabilitation
Individuals who are aware of their cognitive strengths and weaknesses are more likely to
benefit from cognitive remediation or compensatory strategies (Clare et al., 2004; Moulin,
James, Perfect, & Jones, 2003). In spite of this, there are currently no standardized objective
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neuropsychological measures of metacognitive/metamemory functioning. Our findings showing
that individuals with different MCI subtypes can be differentiated using a classic metacognitive
paradigm are novel and it is still unclear how differences in RCJ accuracy, as measured by our
experimental task, may manifest in terms of clinical symptomology and/or everyday functioning.
Therefore, future research should investigate methods of developing a clinical
neuropsychological measure to assess metacognition/metamemory, which can potentially yield
diagnostically important information, as well as provide a tool for tracking treatment progress,
and assessing everyday functioning, as poor metacognitive functioning has been correlated to
increased self-reported memory lapses in those with naMCI (Seelye et al., 2010). Although our
participants were able to tolerate our computerized task, as evidenced by successful completion
of practice and experimental trials, a potential limitation was that the time windows allowed for
entering a recognition response and confidence rating were likely too short. Although we were
able to statistically control for differences in usable trials between HC/SCD and MCI groups,
these time windows should nevertheless be extended in the future. Importantly, the development
of an objective clinical measure of metacognitive/metamemory accuracy that can be well
tolerated would provide a clinically useful tool in a neurological remediation/rehabilitation
settings.
Furthermore, study results showed that the relationship between subjective confidence
and objective performance remains meaningful in various prodromal dementia groups,
suggesting that individuals with SCD, aMCI, and naMCI would likely benefit from cognitive
rehabilitation interventions. In addition, evidence that naMCI demonstrates a relative weakness
in RCJ accuracy that is likely driven by at least one specific metacognitive error— exhibiting
low confidence when objective performance when performance is high—is important given that
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self-efficacy is an important factor in neurological rehabilitation in older adults (Dixon et al.,
2007). Studies on the effectiveness of interventions that directly target metacognitive errors,
such as Metacognitive Training Therapy (MTT; Moritz et al., 2014), in this population are
warranted. Finally, results suggest that RCJ accuracy in aMCI participants may be dependent on
task demands, implying that more accurate assessments of memory, and more generally, overall
cognitive and/or everyday functioning, likely occurs during less cognitively taxing conditions,
which provides important clinical information that can enhance psychoeducational and/or
cognitive interventions specific to this diagnostic group.
Summary
Utilizing a RCJ task for general knowledge recognition, we found that, relative to HC,
RCJ accuracy was significantly lower in the naMCI group but not in the aMCI or SCD groups.
Although naMCI participants demonstrated lower RCJ accuracy relative to HC, there was
evidence based on examining patterns of congruency between subjective confidence and
objective recognition accuracy that retrospective monitoring processes were likely not
completely impaired, however, negatively impacted by at least one kind of metacognitive error.
Likewise, although the aMCI group demonstrated comparable RCJ accuracy relative to HC,
some evidence also suggested that metamemory processes are likely suboptimal in these
participants where memory monitoring may be preserved in conditions that require low but not
high cognitive demand. Finally, our results, showing that SCD participants performed
comparably to HC on all measures of metamemory and confidence on our task suggests that
these individuals are capable of making reliable and accurate self-assessments of their cognitive
functioning, providing further validation for a key assumption in the current diagnostic criteria
for SCD. Taken together, results suggest that individuals with SCD and MCI demonstrate (at
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least) grossly intact metamemory abilities and might benefit from cognitive rehabilitation
interventions; however, those with naMCI may additionally consider interventions that directly
target metacognitive errors.
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APPENDIX A
Neuropsychological tests utilized in psychometric classification of participants
The 13 neuropsychological tests used to establish robust norms were: (1) verbal episodic
memory/word learning – free recall from the Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT;
Grober & Buschke, 1987); (2) verbal episodic memory/story recall – Logical Memory I subtest
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of the Wechsler Memory Scale – Revised (WMS-R; Wechsler, 1987); (3) verbal fluency/word
generation according to an initial letter – Letter Fluency (Spreen & Strauss, 1998); (4) verbal
fluency/naming exemplars from a category –Category Fluency (Rosen, 1980); (5) confrontation
naming – short form of the Boston Naming Test (BNT; Kaplan, Goodglass, & Weintraub, 1983);
(6–7) visuomotor tracking, divided attention, and cognitive flexibility – Trail Making Test Parts
A and B (Reitan, 1958); and select subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale – Third
Edition (WAIS-III; Wechsler, 1997), including (8) visuospatial organization – Block Design, (9)
psychomotor processing speed – Digit Symbol-Coding, (10) auditory attention and working
memory – Digit Span, (11) general fund of knowledge – Information, (12) vocabulary level –
Vocabulary, and (13) verbal abstraction of categories – Similarities.
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Table 1
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the healthy control, subjective cognitive decline, amnestic mild cognitive
impairment, and non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment groups (n=219)
HC
M (SD) or # (%)
n=106

SCD
M (SD) or # (%)
n=68

aMCI
M (SD) or # (%)
n=14

naMCI
M (SD) or # (%)
n=31

p

Age (years)
Sex (women)
Education (years)

80.36 (5.71)
71 (67.00)
15.00 (3.25)

81.75 (5.04)
40 (58.8)
15.19 (3.31)

81.07 (6.38)
11 (78.6)
14.14 (4.37)

80.03 (5.49)
26 (83.9)
12.16 (2.49)

ns
ns
<.001

GDS

1.05 (1.10)

1.22 (1.16)

1.21 (1.48)

1.13 (0.92)

ns

Variable
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Notes. M = mean; SD = standard deviations; HC = healthy control; SCD = subjective cognitive decline; aMCI = amnestic
mild cognitive impairment; naMCI = non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment; GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale.
Education data were cube transformed and M (SD) shown are original values for ease of interpretation. For continuous
variables: p values are based on univariate analysis of variance. For categorical variables: p values are based on the
Pearson chi-square test.
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Table 2
Analyses for group differences between the healthy control, subjective cognitive decline, amnestic mild cognitive impairment, and nonamnestic mild cognitive impairment groups on measurements of recognition accuracy, retrospective confidence ratings, and metamemory
accuracy (N=219)
Variable

HC
M (SD)
n=106

SCD
M (SD)
n=68

aMCI
M (SD)
n=14

naMCI
M (SD)
n=31

ANCOVA
F-value (p)

Effect
size

18.02
(<.001)

.20

10.96
(<.001)
2.33 (ns)

.13
.03

.14
.01
.08
.08

Recognition Accuracy
Total proportion correct
Recognition Response RTs
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Correct Recognition Trials (RT)
Incorrect Recognition Trials (RT)
Retrospective Confidence Ratings
Correct Recognition Trials
Incorrect Recognition Trials
Metamemory Accuracy
Gamma Index
da

.77 (.08)

.79 (.09)

4825.60 (825.56) 5113.717 (818.31)
5927.56 (785.29) 6273.85 (750.11)

.66 (.15)

.61 (.14)

5522.21 (859.23) 5948.77 (816.73)
6124.23 (810.02) 6107.25 (1393.01)

90.64 (8.83)
71.40 (15.74)

89.87 (7.46)
68.82 (17.26)

85.09 (10.62)
70.24 (15.82)

76.00 (18.13)
64.83 (19.12)

11.93
(<.001)
.72 (ns)

.71(.18)
.89 (.39)

.62 (.34)
.90 (.48)

.55 (.26)
.65 (.43)

.49 (.30)
.53 (0.43)

6.50 (<.001)
6.50 (<.001)

Notes. M = mean; SD = standard deviation; HC = healthy control; SCD = subjective cognitive decline; aMCI = amnestic mild cognitive
impairment; naMCI = non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment; ANCOVA = analysis of covariance. Sample sizes slightly vary due to
omission of scores by certain participants. ANCOVA was used to compare group differences of all variables, adjusting for years of education,
as well as number of valid trials (for Recognition Accuracy only). Recognition accuracy and Gamma data were cube transformed and M (SD)
shown are original values for ease of interpretation. Response times were measured in milliseconds. Sample size slightly varies due to
omission of scores by certain participants. All effect sizes are partial eta square. na =not applicable. ns=not significant.
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Figure 1.
Visual display of the computerized RCJ-General Knowledge Recognition task. A: General
knowledge recognition trial included a general knowledge question with three potential
responses (e.g., one correct answer and two distractors); participants had 9 seconds to select a
response on the keyboard before the task proceeded to the next screen. B: Retrospective
Confidence Rating trial presented a Likert Scale from which participants were asked to select a
confidence rating that reflected their confidence in their response to the previous general
knowledge question; participants had 5 seconds to select a confidence rating before the task
proceeded to the next general knowledge recognition trial.
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Figure 2
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Figure 2.
Subjective Confidence for Correct and Incorrect Recognition Trials Across Groups. Mean retrospective confidence rating for correct
and incorrect recognition trials depicted separately for each group. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. Statistical
differences between mean confidence ratings for correct versus incorrect recognition trials are represented with “ *” (*p<.05, **p<.01,
***p<.001).
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Figure 3.
Group Comparisons for Recognition Response Time Based on Accuracy. Mean retrospective reaction time for correct and incorrect
recognition trials depicted separately for each group. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. Statistical differences between
mean confidence ratings for correct versus incorrect recognition trials are represented with “*” (*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001).
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Abstract
Objective: Metamemory tasks have been utilized to investigate anosognosia in older adults with
Alzheimer’s disease. Previous research, however, has not systematically compared memory selfawareness in prodromal dementia groups—an important oversight given that remedial and
interventional efforts may be most beneficial before individuals transition to clinical dementia.
We examine differences in memory self-awareness and self-monitoring between cognitively
healthy elderly controls and three prodromal dementia groups.
Method: Participants with subjective cognitive decline despite intact objective
neuropsychological functioning (SCD; n=82), amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI;
n=18), non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment (naMCI; n=38), and normal cognitive
functioning (HC; n=120) were recruited from the Einstein Aging Study for a cross-sectional
study. They completed an “online” visual memory-based global metamemory prediction task as
well as “offline” assessments of memory, cognition, and self-awareness.
Results: While memory self-awareness and self-monitoring were preserved for delayed memory
performance in SCD and aMCI, these processes were impaired in naMCI. Furthermore, results
provide support that monitoring deficits captured on this task can be generalized to everyday
memory problems.
Conclusion: Given that naMCI (compared to aMCI) participants tend to have a more
dysexecutive neuropsychological profile, our findings are consistent with the Cognitive
Awareness Model—which theorizes that memory or executive deficits can disrupt the ability to
self-assess cognitive performance in a domain specific manner, resulting in a secondary
anosognosia. We provide evidence of an executive anosognosia in naMCI and suggest that those
with naMCI likely require different rehabilitation interventions than those with SCD and aMCI.
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Introduction
The ability to accurately self-assess one’s own memory functioning has been shown to be
vulnerable to the neuropathological changes associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Brandt
et al., 2018; Morris & Mograbi, 2013). Poor self-awareness of memory ability can be conceived
as a problem with metamemory—broadly defined as knowledge about memory, including
awareness of one’s own memory functioning (Nelson & Narens, 1990). Metamemory is
supported by monitoring and control mechanisms that respectively assess the status of ongoing
memory performance and direct behavior to optimize memory functioning (Nelson & Narens,
1990). Impairment of metamemory functioning, including poor awareness of memory/cognitive
deficits, can prevent accurate reporting of memory difficulties to caregivers and providers,
thereby potentially delaying early diagnosis and clinical intervention for neuropathological
conditions (Cosentino et al., 2015; Spalletta, Girardi, Caltagirone, & Orfei, 2012; Steward, Bull,
Kennedy, Crowe, & Wadley, 2019). Furthermore, unawareness of memory/cognitive functioning
has been linked to poorer utilization of compensatory strategies (Schmitter-Edgecombe &
Seelye, 2011) and cognitive rehabilitation outcomes (Clare et al., 2004; Roheger et al., 2019).
Taken together, the inclusion of metamemory assessments in diagnostic evaluations of AD has
been recommended to test for neurodegenerative decline and guide selection of
rehabilitation/compensation treatment strategies (Brandt et al., 2018; Mograbi et al., 2009;
Morris & Mograbi, 2013).
Individuals in the earliest stages of a neurocognitive disease process (i.e., before
progression to AD/dementia) can potentially benefit the most from diagnostic evaluation and
cognitive interventions (Roheger et al., 2019; Sohlberg & Mateer, 2001). Mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) is generally recognized as a transition stage between normal cognitive
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functioning and clinical dementia (Osuna et al., 2019; Winblad et al., 2004). While the amnestic
MCI (aMCI) subtype is characterized by a primary impairment in memory and most likely
represents prodromal AD, the non-amnestic MCI (naMCI) subtype is characterized by
impairments in non-memory cognitive domain(s) and is associated with progression to non-AD
dementias (Ferman et al., 2013; Petersen, 2004, 2011; Petersen et al., 2001). In the past decade,
subjective cognitive decline (SCD) has been recognized as a possible prodromal MCI condition
(Rabin, Smart, & Amariglio, 2017). As a diagnostic group, SCD is characterized by a subjective
sense of cognitive decline in the context of intact performance on objective cognitive testing and
preserved daily functioning (Jessen, 2014; Molinuevo et al., 2017). SCD is also thought to be
etiologically diverse, possibly representing prodromal forms of different MCI subtypes (Beckett
et al., 2015; Jessen, 2014; Reisberg & Gauthier, 2008; Reisberg et al., 2008). In the one known
study of metamemory in SCD using a performance-based task (Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in rereview), metamemory accuracy was comparable in SCD and healthy elderly controls, suggesting
that those with SCD are capable of monitoring their memory performance and making reliable
assessments of their cognitive functioning.
In the MCI literature, several studies utilizing a judgment of learning (JOL) paradigm,
which assesses prospective metamemory judgments made during encoding, have reported intact
metamemory functioning in aMCI (Akhtar et al., 2006; Ryals et al., 2018; Seelye et al., 2010).
Notably, only one study (Seelye et al., 2010) included both aMCI and naMCI groups. Seelye and
colleagues (2010) used a global prediction paradigm (which included a JOL measure) where
participants made predictions about their total recall performance on each trial of a verbal listlearning task both before and after learning. Metamemory accuracy is typically calculated using
measures of absolute (i.e., calibration scores) and/or relative (i.e., correlational or sensitivity
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scores) accuracy, which respectively assess the precision or the relationship between subjective
metamemory judgments compared to objective performance on a criterion task (Schraw, 2009).
Accordingly, Seelye and colleagues (2010) used calibration scores for “pre-experience”
predictions (i.e., predictions made prior to learning) to measure memory self-awareness and
calibration scores for “post-experience” predictions (i.e., global JOLs) to measure memory selfmonitoring. All groups demonstrated significantly better calibration at post- compared to preexperience, suggesting that, similar to controls, aMCI and naMCI participants were able to assess
task demands and utilize experience from the ongoing task to accurately update memory selfknowledge (i.e., “prediction upgrading”; Devolder et al., 1990). In line with this finding,
correlations between metamemory judgments and objective memory were also significantly
stronger at post- versus pre-experience for all groups. Despite this, naMCI participants were
significantly more underconfident (i.e., demonstrating poorer calibration) in their delayed recall
performance compared to aMCI and controls both at pre- and post-experience, providing some
evidence that memory self-awareness and self-monitoring for delayed memory could be
differentially impaired in naMCI. Although the authors concluded that metamemory accuracy
was preserved in naMCI, given evidence of intact prediction upgrading and relative metamemory
accuracy, we contend that significant underconfidence in naMCI participants can potentially
represent a behavioral marker of early decline in memory/cognitive awareness.
The Cognitive Awareness Model (CAM; Agnew & Morris, 1998; Hannesdottir & Morris,
2007; Morris & Mograbi, 2013), originally developed to understand anosognosia (i.e., impaired
self-awareness of cognitive or behavioral deficits; Spalletta et al., 2014) in AD, may be
instructive in understanding poor memory/cognitive awareness in MCI. While anosognosia in
AD consistently results in overestimation of cognitive ability (Spalletta et al., 2014; Tremont &
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Alosco, 2011), which is associated with risky/dangerous behaviors (Starkstein et al., 2007),
anosognosia in MCI can result in underestimation of memory impairment or in
overestimation/over-reporting of subjective memory complaints (Jungwirth et al., 2004; Roberts
et al., 2009; Tremont and Alosco, 2011; Vogel et al., 2004; Morris & Mograbi, 2013). In
particular, the CAM model proposes that memory or executive deficits can disrupt the ability to
self-assess cognitive performance in a domain specific manner, resulting in a secondary
anosognosia (Hannesdottir & Morris, 2007; Morris & Mograbi, 2013). Specifically, a mnemonic
anosognosia can occur due to impaired memory functioning (i.e., poor encoding and
consolidation) (Morris & Mograbi, 2013). In turn, this impairment prevents judgments based on
current cognitive failures from being updated through consolidation into one’s autobiographical
knowledge (including memory self-knowledge), which over time gives rise to an unchanging
self-image (i.e., “the petrified self”; Mograbi et al., 2009). By contrast, an executive anosognosia
can occur due to executive function deficits that interfere with error detection and “executive
level comparator mechanisms” during performance monitoring (Hannesdottir & Morris, 2007;
Morris & Mograbi, 2013). Central to the CAM model is the idea that self-knowledge is updated
when a “mismatch” is detected between incoming and existing information about self-ability;
therefore, failure to detect errors and/or impaired evaluative cognitive processes (both supported
by executive functions) during performance monitoring can also lead to poor updating of selfknowledge. Taken together, overconfidence and/or unawareness of cognitive impairment in AD
is thought to be driven by inaccurate metacognitive judgments based on outdated representations
of self-ability (Brandt et al., 2018; Sunderaraman & Cosentino, 2017).
In MCI, consolidation processes that impact awareness are thought to be generally intact
given that those with MCI typically express cognitive complaints (Morris & Mograbi, 2013).
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However, there is evidence of early monitoring impairment in aMCI, particularly in studies that
have utilized feeling-of-knowing (FOK), retrospective confidence judgment (RCJ), and global
postdiction tasks (i.e., Anderson & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2010; Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in rereview, Perrotin et al., 2007; Ryals et al., 2018), which measure monitoring during memory
retrieval (Nelson & Narens, 1990). Moreover, Perrotin et al. (2007) additionally provided
evidence that impaired metamemory accuracy in aMCI is linked to memory deficits. In a recent
study (Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in re-review), we utilized a RCJ paradigm with a general knowledge
recognition task to compare differences in absolute and relative RCJ accuracy between healthy
elderly controls and three prodromal dementia groups. Compared to controls, naMCI but not
aMCI participants demonstrated impaired relative RCJ accuracy due to performance monitoring
errors. Given that naMCI participants tend to have a more dysexecutive neuropsychological
profile, executive functions/frontal systems impairment likely accounted for their metamemory
monitoring deficit. Furthermore, compared to controls, both MCI groups demonstrated poor
absolute RCJ accuracy, which has been shown to be influenced by factors other than
performance monitoring (Connor, Dunlosky, & Hertzog, 1997), such as beliefs about semantic
knowledge/expertise (Perfect, 2001) and/or potentially the integrity of memory/semantic storage
itself (Busey, Tunnicliff, Loftus, & Loftus, 2000; Yonelinas, 1994).
Taken together, there is evidence that metamemory functioning is suboptimal in MCI and
that monitoring deficits may be linked to memory impairment in aMCI (Perrotin et al., 2007) and
executive functioning deficits in naMCI (Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in re-review). Unfortunately, to
date, only two metamemory studies in MCI have investigated potential differences metamemory
functioning in aMCI and naMCI subtypes (i.e., Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in re-review; Seelye et al.,
2010). Both studies showed (at least some) evidence that, naMCI participants were differentially
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prone to errors in memory self-awareness and/or metamemory monitoring. Given that those with
aMCI and naMCI differ in their primary neuropsychological deficits (i.e., in memory versus nonmemory domains), they may be vulnerable to specific metacognitive/metamemory errors that
arise due to impairment of different mechanisms in the brain’s cognitive awareness system.
Therefore, better understanding of metamemory/metacognitive errors that may be specific to
different MCI subtypes, as well as other prodromal dementia conditions, may provide valuable
information that can inform more tailored approaches to cognitive remediation.
Finally, to our knowledge, metamemory studies in MCI have not explored the
relationship between performance-based metamemory measures (i.e., “online” assessments) and
subjective rating discrepancy measures (i.e., “offline” assessments). Subjective rating
discrepancy measures are derived by calculating the difference between self- and informantreport data related to everyday cognitive problems and are a commonly used tool to assess selfawareness in MCI and AD (Brandt et al., 2018; Hannesdottir & Morris, 2007; Tremont &
Alosco, 2011). Better understanding of how performance on laboratory-based measures of
metamemory—which are specifically driven by the demands of the ongoing task—relates to selfawareness about everyday cognitive functioning may shed more light on the generalizability of
laboratory-based measures to everyday experience.
In the current study, we used a global metamemory prediction paradigm (which included
a JOL measure) previously applied in MCI and AD studies (Schmitter-Edgecombe & Seelye,
2011; Seelye et al., 2010) to examine differences in memory self-awareness (i.e., “preexperience” predictions) and self-monitoring ability (“post-experience” predictions) in three predementia groups—aMCI, naMCI, and SCD—and healthy elderly controls. Given that past
research has established a critical role of the frontal cortex but not the temporal lobes for JOLs
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(see Chua, Pergolizzi, & Weintraub, 2014), a JOL paradigm is particularly suitable for
differentiating metamemory functioning in aMCI and naMCI. Moreover, there is some support
that a JOL task based on visual memory, which would target frontal and right hemispheric
regions, could be more sensitive in detecting specific monitoring and awareness deficits in
naMCI. For example, lesion studies have shown impaired global JOL accuracy in right frontal
lesion patients relative to controls and patients with left frontal and/or right posterior lesions
(Vilkki, Servo, & Surma-aho, 1998; Vilkki, Surma-aho, & Servo, 1999). Additionally, a study in
early AD provided evidence that disordered awareness in AD may be associated with right
hemispheric involvement (Cosentino et al., 2007). Finally, a recent metamemory study in aMCI
(Ryals et al., 2018) showed that both control and aMCI participants were underconfident on a
verbal memory global JOL task but overconfident on a visual memory global JOL task, which is
also suggestive that poor metacognitive monitoring and awareness, or at least the overconfidence
bias, may be associated with right hemispheric mechanisms. Taken together, although Seelye
and colleagues (2010) utilized a verbal memory-based global prediction task, we specifically
investigated metamemory monitoring of visual memory by embedding metamemory judgment
queries in the Brief Visuospatial Memory Test-Revised (BVMT-R) (Benedict, Schretlen,
Groninger, Dobraski, & Shpritz, 1996) to exploit specific neurocognitive mechanisms that may
be particularly sensitive to impaired JOL accuracy and memory/cognitive awareness. To our
knowledge, this is the first study to use a visual-memory based JOL task to evaluate
metamemory functioning in both MCI subgroups and SCD.
We hypothesized that metamemory deficits in aMCI and naMCI can arise as a function of
their primary neuropsychological impairments in memory or executive/verbal-global
functioning, respectively, which likely interfere with different mechanisms in the brain’s
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cognitive awareness system. Given that temporal lobe integrity is not critical for JOL accuracy,
we predicted that, relative to cognitively healthy elderly controls, aMCI participants would
demonstrate comparable non-verbal global JOL accuracy. In contrast, given the known
sensitivity of JOL to frontal systems, we predicted that, relative to controls, naMCI would
demonstrate significantly lower non-verbal JOL accuracy relative to controls. With regard to
SCD, given that these participants demonstrated intact neuropsychological functioning and selfreporting of cognitive decline is required for diagnosis (indicating a level of cognitive
awareness), we predicted that, consistent with our previous research showing preservation of
retrospective monitoring in SCD (Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in re-review), these participants would
demonstrate intact global JOL accuracy. A secondary goal was to explore the relationship
between online global JOL measures from our task and offline self-report, informant-report, and
subjective rating discrepancy measures related to everyday memory/cognitive problems.
Methods
Participants
Participants were recruited from the Einstein Aging Study (EAS), which enrolls
ethnically and social-economically diverse community-dwelling individuals who reside in the
Bronx, NY. EAS participants are recruited through systematic sampling from voter registration
and Medicare lists (Katz et al., 2012; Lipton et al., 2003), with the following exclusion criteria:
age < 70 years, active psychiatric symptomatology and/or visual/auditory impairments that
would interfere with neuropsychological testing, institutionalized, non-ambulatory, and nonEnglish-speaking. We did not invite EAS participants with clinical depression or dementia. The
protocol was approved by the institutional review boards of the City University of New York and
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, and all participants provided written informed consent. We
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provided transportation, lunch, and $25 for participation.
Participant classification was carried out using an established psychometric approach (see
Chi et al., 2014; Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in re-review; Rabin, Wang, Katz, & Lipton, 2014; and refer
to Appendix A for specific information about classification procedures). Briefly, we first
established norms for 13 neuropsychological tests for 411 EAS participants who were dementia
free for 3 years (and who were not participants in the current study); next, a principal component
analysis yielded three underlying cognitive factors: global/verbal, executive/processing speed,
and memory. For participants in the current study, cognitive domain scores were calculated as
the average of the Z scores of the neuropsychological tests within each cognitive factor using
means and SDs from the robust sample, stratified by age group (70– 79 and 80 and above).
MCI was classified in participants whose cognitive domain scores were considerably
lower (>1 SD) than the mean of the robust sample on one or more cognitive factors and who
endorsed at least one cognitive complaint on EAS self-report measures. MCI was further
subdivided into aMCI, for participants whose cognitive factor Z scores were below 1 SD on the
memory or memory plus executive/processing speed and/or global domains, and into naMCI, for
participants whose cognitive factor Z scores were below 1 SD on the executive and/or global
domains. SCD was classified in cognitively intact participants (i.e., cognitive factor Z scores for
all three domains did not fall considerably lower (>1 SD) than the mean of the robust sample)
who exceeded an optimal cut point for self- and/or informant complaints that was derived using a
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis and cognitive complaints items based on
previous research (Rabin et al., 2012). Healthy controls were classified in participants whose
cognitive factor Z scores for all three domains did not fall considerably lower (>1 SD) than the
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mean of the robust sample and who did not exceed the optimal cut point for self- and/or
informant complaints.
Procedure
As noted above, this study was completed as part of a larger longitudinal study of
cognitive aging. Participants were first assessed during their annual EAS visit, which included
neuropsychological and neurological examinations (see Katz et al., 2012 for details);
approximately two weeks later, they completed a second assessment session that included our
visual memory global prediction task, as well as other objective and subjective assessments.
For our metamemory task, we embedded queries to elicit pre- and post-experience
predictions about prospective memory performance into the standard administration of the Brief
Visuospatial Memory Test–Revised (Benedict et al., 1996) to capture memory monitoring and
episodic visual memory performance within a single paradigm. As per the standardized task
instructions, participants were informed that they would have 10 seconds to study “six geometric
figures” that would be presented on a stimulus sheet (BVMT-R, Form 1), after which they were
expected to “draw each figure exactly as it appeared and in its correct location on the page.”
Prior to learning the stimuli, participants made predictions about their future performance for
immediate and delayed memory (see Appendix B for exact instructions). Their responses to these
queries were recorded and represented their “pre-experience predictions” for immediate recall
(Learning Trials 1, 2, 3) and delayed recall (Delayed Recall Trial). Then, participants continued
with the standardized administration of the BVMT-R to complete the three learning trials.
Specifically, the stimulus sheet included six simple geometric designs arranged in a 2x3 matrix.
On each learning trial, participants studied the stimulus sheet for 10 seconds and then freely
recalled as many figures as they could by drawing them from memory onto a response sheet.
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Following completion of all three learning trials, participants were queried to make a global JOL
about their future performance on the delayed recall trial: “If I ask you about the figures later,
how many do you think you will remember?” Their response was recorded and represented a
global JOL rating, an assessment of how much information one feels has been acquired
subsequent to a period of learning. Participants then completed questionnaires for approximately
25 minutes with items related to self-perceptions about cognition and mood, including the
Comprehensive Assessment of Prospective Memory, Section B (Chau, Lee, Fleming, Roche, &
Shum, 2007), Cognitive Change Index (CCI; Rattanabannakit et al. 2016), Profile of Mood
States (Terry, Lane, & Fogarty, 2003), Social Support Questionnaire (Sarason, Levine, Basham,
& Sarason, 1983), and Satisfaction With Life Scale (Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985).
Following the delay period, participants continued with the standardized administration
of the BVMT-R to complete the delayed recall trial. Specifically, they were asked to reproduce
all the figures that they could remember in their correct locations on the page. Then the
experimenter positioned the BVMT-R Recognition Stimulus Booklet in front of participants and
explained that more figures would be shown, one at a time (e.g., figures included 6 targets and 6
distractors). Participants were instructed to respond yes/no to indicate whether each figure was
included on the original stimulus sheet. Before exposure to the recognition stimulus, participants
were queried to make an estimate about their recognition performance. Their response was
recorded and represented a global recognition estimate, as it required participants to estimate
their overall recognition performance as opposed to making a judgment about whether they will
recognize each specific target. Finally, participants were exposed to the recognition stimulus and
their yes/no responses were recorded.
Measures
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Objective memory performance
Standardized episodic visual memory scores. Standardized measures of visual memory
performance based on the BVMT-R protocol were calculated for immediate free recall/learning
trials (i.e., Trials 1, 2, and 3) and delayed memory trials, including free delayed recall (Delayed
Recall Trial) and recognition (for which we used two scores, Recognition Hits and Recognition
Discrimination Index). For all recall trials, participants received 1 point for a correctly recalled
figure and 1 point for a figure that was drawn in the correct location. Therefore, the score for
each figure ranged from 0 to 2 (where 0 indicated neither correct recall nor correct location, 1
indicated either correct recall or correct location, 2 indicated both correct recall and location),
and the total score for each trial (sum of all figure scores) ranged from 0 to 12 (where 0 indicated
no points were obtained for any of the 6 figures and 12 indicated that the maximum points were
obtained for all 6 figures). The raw score for BVMT-R-Delayed Recall equaled the total score
for the Delayed Recall Trial, ranging from 0 to 12. The raw score for BVMT-R-Recognition Hits
equaled the sum of correctly recognized target figures, ranging from 0 to 6. The raw score for the
BVMT-R-Recognition Discrimination Index was calculated by subtracting the number of
Recognition False Alarms from the Recognition Hits score, where Recognition False Alarms
equaled the number of distractor figures incorrectly recognized as target figures. Thus, the range
for the Recognition Discrimination Index score was -6 to 6, with 6 representing normal
discrimination and -6 representing very poor discrimination (i.e., endorsement of 6 false positive
and no target figures).
Experimental episodic visual memory scores obtained from the metamemory task.
Objective memory performance scores for all immediate (i.e., Trial 1, 2, 3) and delayed recall
trials were calculated using the standardized BVMT-R scoring criteria based on recall accuracy
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for figure but not for location because metamemory queries pertained only to number of figures
that would be remembered in the future. This was done to simplify the comparison between
subjective and objective memory performance, as well as to reduce participant confusion when
describing the task prior to learning, which could have led to unwanted influences on judgments
and evaluations. Therefore, participants received 1 point for each figure that was accurately
drawn for each recall trial regardless of whether the figures were drawn in their correct locations.
The range for all recall measures was also 0 to 6, where 0 indicated no figures and 6 indicated all
figures were correctly recalled. With regard to measuring delayed recognition performance, we
utilized the standardized scoring criteria for BVMT-R, Recognition Hits and Recognition
Discrimination Index (see above).
Subjective memory performance: predictions and prediction accuracy
Pre-experience predictions. Our global metamemory prediction task yielded three trialspecific pre-experience predictions pertaining to immediate memory performance (i.e., for Trials
1, 2, and 3) and one trial-specific pre-experience prediction for delayed memory performance
(i.e., for the Delayed Recall trial). Scores ranged from 0 to 6, where 0 indicated no figures and 6
indicated all figures would be correctly recalled on the respective recall trial.
Post-experience predictions. Our procedure also yielded a global JOL rating about
delayed memory performance (on the Delayed Recall trial; range = 0 to 6, where 0 indicated no
figures and 6 indicated all figures would be correctly recalled on delayed recall), which was
recorded after the completion of all three learning trials. Lastly, there was one global recognition
estimate (range = 0 to 6, where 0 indicated no figures and 6 indicated all figures would be
correctly identified on the recognition task), which was recorded prior to beginning the delayed
recognition trial.
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Metamemory Accuracy. Calibration is the degree to which the level of predicted
performance (i.e., a metacognitive judgment) corresponds to the actual level of performance, and
it is a common measure of metamemory accuracy (Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2008). We calculated
calibration by comparing participants’ predicted and actual memory performance for each
specific trial (i.e., number of figures participant predicted he/she would remember – number of
figures he/she recalled or recognized). For example, if a participant’s global JOL rating for
delayed recall was “6” (i.e., she predicted she would recall 6 figures when asked later) and her
objective delayed recall score was also 6 (i.e., she recalled all 6 figures following the delay
period), her global JOL accuracy score would equal 0, indicating perfect calibration. For preexperience predictions, we calculated three calibration scores to measure prediction accuracy
related to immediate memory (i.e., Trials 1, 2, and 3) and one calibration score to measure
prediction accuracy related to delayed memory (i.e., Delayed Recall Trial). For post-experience
predictions, we calculated three calibration scores to measure global JOL accuracy (i.e., Delayed
Recall Trial) and the accuracy of global recognition estimates (based on Recognition Hits and
Recognition Discrimination Index scores). Calibration scores can range between -6 to 6, where 0
indicates perfect calibration, a positive score represents overconfidence with predicted memory
being greater than actual memory, and a negative score indicates underconfidence with predicted
memory being weaker than actual memory.
Subjective report measures
The Cognitive Change Index (CCI; Rattanabannakit et al. 2016) is a 20-item measure of
participants’ ability level on certain tasks and cognitive skills compared to 5 years ago. The CCI
includes both self and informant forms. The items represent everyday cognitive skills and tasks,
such as “recalling information when I really try,” “making decisions about everyday matters,” or
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“reasoning through a complicated problem.” The CCI uses a 5-point Likert scale (1 = normal
ability/no change; 2 = slight problem/minimal change; 3 = mild problem/some change; 4 =
moderate problem/clearly noticeable change; 5 = severe problem/much worse). Of the 20 CCI
items, 12 items focus on memory, 5 on executive functioning, and 3 on language. The CCI self
(CCI-S) and CCI informant (CCI-I) scores are the sum of all items on the self-reported and
informant reported versions of the assessment, respectively (range = 20 to 100), with greater
scores representing increased cognitive problems/cognitive change. In addition, the CCI includes
a difference score between self and informant reports (CCI-D, range -80 to 80) that is calculated
by using, CCI-S – CCI-I, and represents the discrepancy between self- and informant-reports
(Rattanabannakit et al., 2016). A positive score indicates that the participant reported greater
cognitive impairment relative to the informant, while a negative score indicates the reverse.
Compared to self-report measures of cognitive decline, informant-report measures have been
more strongly correlated to participants’ objective neuropsychological test scores (Gavett, Dunn,
Stoddard, Harty, & Weintraub, 2011; Rami et al., 2014); therefore, greater distances between
self-and informant-ratings have been conceptualized to reflect poorer awareness of overall
cognitive change/functioning.
The Comprehensive Assessment of Prospective Memory, Section B (CAPM B; (Chau et
al., 2007)) is a 39-item questionnaire that assesses how problematic everyday prospective
memory failures are to an individual, thus measuring his/her level of concern (Chau, Lee,
Fleming, Roche, & Shum, 2007). Specifically, prospective memory refers to memory for
intended actions that are to be carried out at a specific time in the future, such as remembering to
pass on a phone message, take medication, or turn off the stove after a set period of time. The
CAPM B includes self- and informant- rated versions. Each item describes a memory failure and
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participants and informants indicate “how much of a problem” each listed failure has been in the
past month (scale 1 to 5) with “1” representing “no problem at all” and “5” representing “a very
serious problem.” A “not applicable” (N/A) option is also available. We used the CAPM B total
score, the average rating of all items answered, excluding N/A responses, with scores ranging
from 0 to 5. We also calculated a difference score between self and informant reports (CAPM BD; range -5 to 5) using, CAPM B-self score - CAPM B-informant score, with positive values
reflecting greater concern reported by participants relative to informants and negative values
representing the reverse. We also considered the magnitude of the CAPM B-D score to reflect
the distance between informant and participant ratings, with larger magnitudes likely reflecting
poorer awareness of everyday prospective memory failures.
The short form of the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986) is a
self- reported measure of depressive symptoms, using a yes/no rating scale. Scores range from 0
to 15, and scores of 5 or higher suggest clinical depression (Almeida & Almeida, 1999; Marc,
Raue, & Bruce, 2008).
Statistical Analyses
All p-values were two-tailed with an alpha level of .05. We used SPSS Version 26 for all
analyses. Effect sizes for analysis of variance (ANOVA) and analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
were assessed using partial eta squared. We calculated the descriptive statistics of mean and
standard deviation for continuous variables and frequency and percentage for categorical
variables. We used ANOVA to compare the continuous variables and the Pearson chi-square test
to compare the categorical variables, followed by post-hoc analyses utilizing multiple
comparisons with Bonferroni correction or the Mann-Whitney U test, respectively.
With regard to our performance-based measures, first we evaluated between-group
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differences of the standardized BVMT-R measures, utilizing separate independent one-way
ANCOVAs, adjusting for significantly different variables from the demographic and clinical
characteristics comparisons. We then examined our experimental task measures by dividing our
main analyses into two sections that focused on immediate and delayed memory variables. With
regard to immediate memory, we utilized separate mixed ANCOVA, adjusting for significantly
different variables from the demographic and clinical characteristics comparisons, to examine
between-group and within-subjects differences and interaction effects on measures of preexperience predictions, recall performance, and metacognitive accuracy (calibration) related to
data collected on Immediate Recall/Learning Trials 1, 2, and 3. Mauchly's test of sphericity was
used to determine whether there was a violation in the assumption of sphericity. If the
assumption was not met, the Huynh–Feldt correction was applied and we reported the epsilon
(ε). Post hoc analyses used multiple comparisons with Bonferroni correction. Simple effects tests
utilized independent one-way ANCOVA, controlling for appropriate covariates.
For delayed memory, we utilized separate one-way ANCOVAs, again controlling for
demographically different variables, to investigate group differences in pre-experience
predictions for delayed recall and post-experience predictions, objective episodic memory
performance, and metacognitive accuracy (calibration) for both delayed recall and recognition.
All significant effects for one-way ANCOVAs were followed by post hoc analyses using
multiple comparisons with Bonferroni correction. Finally, we carried out two Pearson correlation
analyses to explore the relationship between performance-based metamemory (i.e., JOL ratings
and accuracy) and subjective reports of everyday cognitive problems, as measured by self- and
informant-reports and subjective rating discrepancy scores, using the entire sample.
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Results
Participant characteristics
Table 1 shows the demographic and clinical characteristic comparisons for the controls,
SCD6, aMCI, and naMCI groups. Participants were 84 older adults with SCD, 18 with aMCI, 38
with naMCI, and 120 healthy elderly controls. The average age was 80.80 years (SD=5.56) and
participants had an average of 14.47 (SD=3.41) years of education; 68% were female and 40%
identified as non-white. Education significantly differed and post-hoc tests showed the mean
years of education was significantly lower for naMCI compared to controls and SCD (ps<.001).
Ethnicity also significantly differed, with post-hoc tests showing a greater proportion of nonwhite participants in the naMCI group compared to controls (p<.001) and SCD (p<.001). GDS 7
was also significant and post-hoc tests showed that the mean GDS score was significantly higher
for SCD compared to controls (p<.05). However, all group means for GDS were below the cutoff score associated with clinical depression (i.e., GDS > 4). Lastly, there were no significant
between-group differences of age or sex.
Episodic memory performance
Tables 2 & 3 summarize the means, standard deviations, and group comparisons for
controls, SCD, aMCI, and naMCI on measures of immediate recall, delayed recall, and

Only 8 SCD participants were classified based on informant-report of cognitive concerns. Boxplot analyses showed that these 8 participants were not outliers in any of the relevant
demographic or experimental measures.
7 Seventeen 17 participants demonstrated GDS scores that were above the cut-off associated with
depression. Results from a Pearson chi-square test showed that the frequency of these depressed
participants did not significantly differ between groups. Although depression has been reported
to be negatively associated with metacognition functioning in older adults (Cipolli et al., 1996;
McDougall, 1995), results from all statistical tests that included these participants did not differ
from those that excluded them; therefore, we reported findings from the analyses that included
all participants.
6
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recognition obtained using the BVMT-R and the global metamemory prediction task,
respectively.
As expected, using both sets of scores, the MCI groups demonstrated poor overall
immediate recall and delayed recall compared to controls, however, only aMCI demonstrated
impaired recognition. This pattern shows that, although both MCI groups struggled with recall,
memory storage was intact for naMCI but not for aMCI, highlighting the latter group’s primary
deficit in episodic memory (Petersen, 2004, 2011).
Subjective memory performance: prediction and prediction accuracy
Immediate Memory
Table 4 summarizes the group means and standard deviations for pre-experience
predictions and accuracy of pre-experience predictions.
Pre-experience predictions. To evaluate within-subjects and group differences in preexperience predictions for recall performance across the three learning trials, we carried out a 4
Group (HC, SCD, aMCI, naMCI) X 3 Trial (1, 2, 3) mixed ANCOVA, with education, ethnicity,
and GDS included as covariates. There was a significant within-subjects effect of Trial (F(1.64,
412.30) = 10.66, MSE=412.30, ε = .82, p < .001, ηp2= 0.04). Simple effects tests showed that
pre-experience predictions made for immediate recall significantly increased on each subsequent
trial (ps < .001). Group differences showed a trend towards significance (F(3, 251) = 2.48,
MSE=4.05, p = .06, ηp2= 0.03), with naMCI showing the lowest mean for recall performance on
all trials. There was no significant Group X Trial interaction effect. Overall, our findings suggest
that all participants expected their recall performance to improve with repeated learning,
demonstrating intact knowledge about how memory generally works.
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Accuracy of pre-experience predictions. To evaluate within-subjects and group
differences in the accuracy of pre-experience predictions for recall performance across the three
learning trials, we carried out a 4 Group (HC, SCD, aMCI, naMCI) X 3 Trial (1, 2, 3) mixed
ANCOVA, with education, ethnicity, and GDS included as covariates. There was no significant
effect of Trial, Group, or a Group X Trial interaction. Notably, although naMCI participants
demonstrated the lowest pre-experience predictions across learning trials (and the group effect on
pre-experience predictions trended towards significance; see above), the lack of a significant
group effect on pre-experience prediction accuracy suggests that naMCI participants’ relatively
lower predictions were likely due to self-awareness about their difficulties with immediate recall.
Overall, our findings show that individuals with pre-dementia conditions are as accurate as
controls in predicting their immediate memory performance, demonstrating preserved selfawareness about their own immediate memory processes.
Delayed Memory
Table 5 summarizes the between-group analyses for pre- and post-experience measures
of predicted performance and accuracy of predictions related to delayed memory processes.
Predicted Memory Performance. We utilized separate independent one-way
ANCOVAs, with education, ethnicity, and GDS entered as covariates, to evaluate group
differences in pre- and post-experience predictions for delayed recall and in post-experience
predictions for delayed recognition performance. There was no significant effect of group on preexperience or post-experience predictions for delayed recall performance. However, there was a
significant effect of group on post-experience predictions for recognition performance. Post-hoc
tests showed that the SCD group, which demonstrated the highest mean prediction score
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compared to all other groups, predicted higher delayed recognition performance compared to the
aMCI (p=.06) and naMCI (p<.05) groups.
Metamemory Accuracy. We evaluated group differences in pre-experience prediction
accuracy for delayed recall, post-experience prediction accuracy for delayed recall (i.e., global
JOL accuracy), and post-experience prediction accuracy for delayed recognition performance
(i.e., global recognition estimate accuracy) using separate independent one-way ANCOVA,
where education, ethnicity, and GDS were entered as covariates.
There was a significant group effect on the accuracy of pre-experience predictions for
delayed recall performance. Post-hoc tests showed that naMCI group demonstrated significantly
worse calibration with higher calibration scores (perfect calibration = 0) compared to HC and
SCD, suggesting that these participants were more overconfident in their delayed memory
performance prior to learning.
There was also a significant group effect on global JOL accuracy. Post-hoc tests showed
that naMCI had significantly worse calibration with a higher mean global JOL calibration score
compared to HC and SCD, suggesting that these participants were also more overconfident in
their delayed memory performance after learning.
There was a significant group effect on global recognition estimate accuracy when the
calibration score was based on recognition hits. Post hoc tests showed that naMCI demonstrated
worse calibration with a larger mean global recognition estimate score compared to HC (p=.06)
and SCD (p<.05). However, there was no significant group effect on global recognition estimate
accuracy when the calibration score was based on the Recognition Discrimination Index score.
Notably, group means for global recognition estimate accuracy (i.e., using both recognition hits
and the Recognition Discrimination Index score) were negative overall, suggesting that all
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groups were underconfident in prospectively judging their recognition performance. In addition,
group means for global recognition estimate accuracy reflected greater underconfidence when
the calibration score was based on recognition hits compared to the Recognition Discrimination
Index score, which was due to the fact that participants’ actual recognition scores were higher
when false positives were not accounted for. Participants likely did not take penalties for
endorsing false alarms into consideration when making their global recognition estimates.
Therefore, the fact that naMCI only differed from controls and SCD participants on global
recognition estimates when the recall hits score (but not Recognition Discrimination Index) was
used for calibration, suggests that naMCI participants were prone to false recognition errors.
Correlation between global prediction measures and self- and informant-reported
inventories of everyday cognitive functioning
We explored the relationship between global JOL ratings, as well as global JOL
accuracy, and the six subjective measures associated with the CAPM-B and CCI (i.e., self-report,
informant-report, and self-informant difference scores for each inventory) utilizing the entire
sample in two different Pearson correlation analyses. See Table 6 for a summary of results.
There was a significant small positive correlation between global JOL ratings and the
CCI-D score, suggesting that, subsequent to learning, participants who gave higher global JOL
ratings also showed poorer self-awareness (i.e., a larger positive discrepancy between self- and
informant-reported cognitive decline). Unexpectedly, however, poor self-awareness was in the
direction of underconfidence.
There was also a significant small positive correlation between global JOL calibration
scores and CAPM-I, suggesting that participants who demonstrated poorer global JOL accuracy
(i.e., larger calibration scores) also had informants who were more concerned about their
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everyday prospective memory failures. No other significant correlations emerged between online
and offline assessments.
Discussion
Our primary goal was to investigate differences in metamemory accuracy between
cognitively healthy elderly controls and those with SCD, aMCI, and naMCI using a global
metamemory prediction task based on visual memory. Compared to cognitively healthy controls,
SCD, aMCI, and naMCI participants demonstrated intact self-awareness about immediate
memory processes. However, relative to controls, the naMCI group (but no other prodromal
dementia group) demonstrated poor self-awareness and self-monitoring of delayed memory
processes. Our findings suggest that primary neuropsychological impairments in
frontal/executive functions in those with naMCI likely interfere with specific mechanisms in the
brain’s cognitive awareness system, resulting in an executive anosognosia. Our second goal was
to explore the relationship between our online and offline metamemory assessments, and we
discuss those findings below.
Episodic memory performance
First, objective memory performance measured using the standardized BMVT-R protocol
and the experimental scoring procedures specific to our metamemory task showed the same
general patterns between groups. As expected, relative to controls, the MCI groups demonstrated
poor overall immediate recall and delayed recall; however, only aMCI demonstrated impaired
recognition. This pattern shows that, although both MCI groups struggled with recall, memory
storage was intact for naMCI but not for aMCI, highlighting the latter group’s primary deficit in
episodic memory (Petersen, 2004, 2011). Difficulty with recall processes for naMCI is
presumably for non-memory related reasons, such as inefficient retrieval secondary to executive
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function difficulties (Anderson, 2009; Brooks, Weaver, & Scialfa, 2006; Redondo, BeltránBrotóns, Reales, & Ballesteros, 2016). Additionally, consistent with their diagnostic profile,
which is characterized by intact objective testing (Jessen, 2014; Molinuevo et al., 2017), SCD
participants did not differ from controls on any of the episodic memory measures obtained either
through the standardized BVMT-R scoring protocol or our experimental procedures. Taken
together, these results show that our modified scoring procedure accounting for item but not
spatial memory retained sensitivity to diagnostic differences.
Subjective memory performance
Immediate Memory
Relative to controls, participants with SCD, aMCI, and naMCI demonstrated intact
general knowledge and self-awareness related to immediate memory processes. These findings
are consistent with previous research showing that memory self-knowledge and self-awareness
of working memory and immediate memory abilities are preserved in MCI and AD (Bertrand et
al., 2019; Seelye et al., 2010; Silva, Pinho, Macedo, Souchay, & Moulin, 2017; Thomas et al.,
2013). In addition, given that SCD is conceived as a pre-MCI condition (Rabin et al., 2017),
intact general knowledge and self-awareness of immediate memory processes would also be
expected in this group. Finally, because we were primarily interested in pre- and post-experience
prediction accuracy, a limitation of our study is that we did elicit subjective metamemory
judgments during the immediate recall trials and thus did not explore self-monitoring of
immediate memory processes.
Delayed recall
Mild Cognitive Impairment. Findings from this study showed that, among the two MCI
subgroups, only naMCI (and not aMCI) participants demonstrated poor metamemory accuracy
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for delayed memory processes relative to controls. Given that past research has established a
critical role of the frontal cortex but not the temporal lobes in supporting JOL accuracy (Andrés,
Mazzoni, & Howard, 2010; Chua, Pergolizzi, & Weintraub, 2014; Howard et al., 2010; Howard,
Andrés, & Mazzoni, 2013; Vilkki et al., 1998; Vilkki et al., 1999), primary deficits in
frontal/executive functions in those with naMCI likely accounted for their observed metamemory
weaknesses, while primary deficits in episodic memory in those with aMCI did not appear to
negatively impact JOL accuracy. Taken together, results support our hypothesis that deficits in
metamemory accuracy in aMCI and naMCI can arise as a function of their primary
neuropsychological impairments, which likely interfere with different mechanisms in the brain’s
cognitive awareness system.
Non-amnestic MCI. Non-amnestic MCI participants demonstrated poorer memory selfmonitoring and self-awareness for delayed recall compared to controls on our metamemory
prediction paradigm based on visual memory. Calibration scores were overall in the direction of
overconfidence. Evidence of poor memory self-monitoring in naMCI is consistent with results
from our previous study (Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in re-review), where naMCI participants
demonstrated poorer calibration and sensitivity scores compared to controls on a retrospective
metamemory monitoring task, which together provide support that both prospective and
retrospective metamemory monitoring (i.e., of encoding and retrieval processes, respectively) are
suboptimal in those with naMCI.
In addition, poor memory self-awareness, together with the tendency to overestimate
performance, suggests that naMCI participants were basing their metamemory judgments on
outdated (less impaired) representations of self-ability. Furthermore, although our recognition
findings were complicated by the potential effect of “confidence leaks” (see below), results
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nevertheless showed that, relative to controls, metamemory accuracy in naMCI remained poor
for judgments made before and after a long delay. This suggests that monitoring was impaired
during acquisition and retrieval; importantly, poor predictive accuracy following a delay may
imply that immediate judgments about learning likely were not integrated into memory selfknowledge even though memory consolidation processes are preserved in naMCI. Overall, our
findings are consistent with the CAM model, which proposes that deficits in executive
functioning can contribute to impaired error detection and/or faulty comparator mechanisms that
do not indicate that there is a “mismatch” between new and stored information about self-ability
in light of a cognitive failure, resulting in a failure to trigger downstream mechanisms that update
self-knowledge about current cognitive abilities in spite of intact semantic memory functioning
(Mograbi et al., 2009; Morris & Mograbi, 2013), resulting in an executive anosognosia.
Furthermore, our results are generally consistent with those reported by Seelye and
colleagues (2010)—who, using a metamemory prediction paradigm with a verbal memory task,
showed evidence that naMCI (but not aMCI) participants were significantly more poorly
calibrated in their delayed recall predictions compared to controls both at pre- and postexperience. However, because poor calibration was in the direction of underconfidence and there
was other evidence of preserved memory self-monitoring, the researchers concluded that
memory self-monitoring and self-awareness was preserved in naMCI. Notably, all participant
groups were biased towards underconfidence in their study while all groups were biased towards
overconfidence in our study, suggesting that the direction of global JOL calibration may be
sensitive to task stimuli. In fact, Ryals et al. (2018) showed that JOL calibration can be affected
by differences in the under-confidence-with-practice effect (UWP; Koriat, Sheffer, & Ma’ayan,
2002) for verbal versus visual memory tasks, resulting in underconfidence and overconfidence,
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respectively. Given that we were able to replicate the general findings of Seelye and colleagues.
(2010), while reversing the direction of calibration (i.e., towards overconfidence) in our
participant groups by using visual rather than verbal stimuli, we suggest the significant group
difference between controls and naMCI participants in their study is likely more meaningful
compared to the direction of calibration bias in determining metamemory accuracy in naMCI.
Furthermore, it is possible that monitoring deficits that affect the precision of prospective
metamemory judgments (i.e., measured by calibration) may not be severe enough to negatively
impact other aspects of metamemory accuracy, which could explain why relative accuracy and
prediction upgrading were preserved in their naMCI group.
Taken together, the results of our study provide new evidence that memory selfawareness and self-monitoring are impaired in naMCI. This is the first study to provide evidence
of an executive anosognosia in naMCI using a performance-based metamemory task. Given that
anosognosia is well documented in frontotemporal (Rosen, 2011; Rosen et al., 2014; Souchay et
al., 2003) and vascular (Rosen, 2011; Tamietto, Corazzini, Castelli, & Geminiani, 2004; Tekcan,
Topcuoglu, & Kaya, 2007) dementia, our findings indicate that memory/cognitive unawareness
arises early in the non-AD dementia continuum. In addition, we provide some supporting
evidence that memory/cognitive unawareness may be associated with right hemispheric
involvement (Cosentino et al., 2007; Vilkki et al., 1998; Vilkki et al., 1999).
Amnestic MCI. For aMCI participants, memory self-awareness and monitoring
processes were intact relative to controls. In the context of the CAM model (Morris & Mograbi,
2013), preserved memory self-awareness, as evidence by intact predictive accuracy at preexperience, indicates that consolidation impairments that can potentially result in poor updating
of memory self-knowledge and a mnemonic anosognosia are not yet present in aMCI. Our
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findings are consistent with previous research that has reported preserved JOL accuracy in aMCI
(Akhtar et al., 2006; Seelye et al., 2010, Ryals et al., 2018). Although, we showed evidence in a
previous study (Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in re-review) that absolute but not relative metamemory
accuracy was impaired in aMCI, we did not find any evidence of deficits in metamemory
accuracy in aMCI in the current study. One explanation for this difference is that we had utilized
a retrospective confidence task in our first study, which has been shown to rely at least in part on
memory functions (Busey et al., 2000; Yonelinas, 1994), while in the current study we employed
a task that was notably not dependent on the temporal lobes specifically to differentiate aMCI
and naMCI (at the likely expense of limiting our ability to detect metamemory weaknesses in
aMCI). Given that there is previous evidence of impaired metamemory accuracy in aMCI
(Anderson & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2010; Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in re-review; Perrotin,
Belleville, & Isingrini, 2007; Ryals et al., 2018), potential impairments in self-awareness and
self-monitoring in aMCI should be further investigated. Future studies using a similar prediction
paradigm may wish to include an additional postdictive global calibration measure, which was
shown in a recent study to be the most robust indicator of disordered memory awareness in aMCI
(Ryals et al., 2018).
Subjective Cognitive Decline. Consistent with our prediction, SCD participants were
self-aware of their memory abilities for delayed recall and were able to accurately predict their
memory performance relative to controls, demonstrating intact self-monitoring. In the context of
the CAM model, evidence of preserved memory self-knowledge, as well as error detection and
evaluative cognitive processes in SCD, indicates that these individuals are experiencing a
phenomenological sense of failure with each everyday cognitive mistake, and this new
information about self-ability is being appropriately updated to memory self-knowledge. Thus,
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SCD participants are able to make accurate prospective memory judgments based on current
learning, consistent with the one previous study of online metamemory performance in SCD, in
which we found preserved retrospective monitoring (Chi, Chua, & Rabin, in re-review).
Delayed recognition
We found that participants underestimated their delayed recognition performance.
Notably, participants were queried about their prospective recognition performance immediately
after the delayed recall trial. It is possible that the perception of poor performance on delayed
recall or perception that the task was difficult lowered participants’ confidence in recognition
performance. Confidence in one’s response on a given task or trial has been reported to influence
confidence on the following task or trial (Rahnev, Koizumi, McCurdy, D’Esposito, & Lau,
2015). Unfortunately, we did not query participants about their predicted delayed recognition
performance before study, which precludes further analysis of this issue. However, future
research should explore the effect of task order and confidence leaks.
Relationship between JOL accuracy and subjective reports of everyday cognitive
functioning
JOL predictions were positively correlated with a subjective rating discrepancy (SRD)
measure that was based on overall cognitive change/problem, suggesting that participants who
made higher predictions for delayed recall performance at post-experience also had poorer selfawareness scores (i.e., a larger discrepancy between self- and informant-report), however,
unexpectedly in the direction of underconfidence. One explanation is that participants may have
been able to accurately assess their memory/cognitive functioning when completing offline
metamemory measures because these are based on metacognitive knowledge (i.e., general
knowledge and beliefs about their memory; Flavell, 1979). In spite of this, it is possible that
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those with cognitive difficulties struggled to spontaneously use their metacognitive knowledge to
support their predictions while engaged in online performance monitoring (Perrotin et al., 2007),
given the high cognitive load of performance-based tasks, resulting in their higher JOL ratings.
Lastly, the small sample size of both MCI groups limited our ability to explore correlational
differences between “online” JOL measures and “offline” measures of both cognitive change and
prospective memory difficulties for each group individually.
In addition, JOL calibration scores (e.g., higher scores indicate poorer JOL accuracy)
were positively correlated with informant but not self-reported concern about prospective
memory failures, suggesting that participants who demonstrated the worst JOL accuracy also had
informants who were the most concerned about their everyday memory difficulties. Given that
prospective memory failures are associated with safety implications for activities of daily life,
such as remembering to take medication or turn off the stove (Chau et al., 2007), it is not
unexpected that everyday PM failures related to poor JOL accuracy would be linked to greater
informant concern. In addition, the lack of relationship between self-reported concern and poorer
JOL accuracy, could provide more evidence of poorer self-awareness of memory functioning in
participants with poor visual memory JOL accuracy. Importantly, given that anosognosia is also
associated with safety risks (Starkstein et al., 2007), we offer support for the idea that laboratorybased/online metamemory measures can generalize to everyday memory difficulties.
Clinical implications for cognitive remediation and rehabilitation
Because individuals who are aware of their cognitive strengths and weaknesses may be
more likely to benefit from interventions (Clare et al., 2004; Moulin et al., 2003), our findings
suggest that those with SCD and aMCI could benefit from traditional cognitive remediation
strategies that focus on cognitive behavioral interventions and compensatory strategies (Barnes
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et al., 2013; Hoogenhout, de Groot, Van der Elst, & Jolles, 2012; Jessen, Amariglio, et al., 2014).
By contrast, those with naMCI may benefit from strategies to enhance error detection during
performance monitoring (Morris & Mograbi, 2013) and potentially from interventions that
directly target metacognitive and reasoning errors, such as Metacognitive Training Therapy
(Moritz et al., 2014). However, if unawareness is moderate to severe, it may be preferable to
utilize compensation strategies that do not rely on high levels of metacognitive/metamemory
functioning, such as mnemonic assistive devises (Li, Schellenbach, & Lindenberger, 2008; Pang,
Foo, Raamkumar, Zhang, & Vu, 2015) and environmental adaption (Rosso, Auchincloss, &
Michael, 2011; van Hoof, Kort, Van Waarde, & Blom, 2010).
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APPENDIX A
First, we established robust norms for the 13 neuropsychological tests utilizing 411
independent EAS participants who were dementia-free for 3 years, who were not participants in
the current study and whom we refer to as the “robust sample.” Second, three underlying
cognitive factors were identified using a principal component analysis: (1) global/verbal; (2)
executive/processing speed; and (3) memory. Third, for participants in the current study,
global/verbal, executive/processing speed, and memory cognitive domain scores were calculated
as the average Z score of each neuropsychological test associated within a given factor, derived
using means and standard deviations (SD) of the robust sample stratified by age group (70–79
and 80 and above).
MCI was classified in participants whose cognitive domain scores were considerably
lower (>1 SD) than the mean of the robust sample on one or more cognitive factors and who
endorsed at least one cognitive complaint on EAS self-report measures—i.e., items that assess
participants’ self-perceptions of their cognitive abilities taken from the Consortium to Establish a
Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD; Morris et al., 1993 ), a yes-no rating scale of current
functioning of several cognitive domains; or the “cognitive item” from the Geriatric Depression
Scale, Short Form (GDS; Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986 ), a dichotomous item that asks participants
whether they feel they have “more memory problems than most.” MCI was further subdivided
into aMCI and naMCI. Participants whose cognitive factor Z scores were below 1 SD on
memory or memory plus global and/or executive/processing speed domains of the robust sample
were classified as aMCI. Participants whose cognitive factor Z scores were below 1 SD on the
executive/processing speed and/or global domains of the robust sample were classified as
naMCI.
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SCD was classified in cognitively intact participants (i.e., cognitive factor Z scores for all
three domains did not fall considerably lower (>1 SD) than the mean of the robust sample) who
exceeded an optimal cut point for self and/or informant complaints. We used cognitive
complaints items from previous research (Rabin et al., 2012) to derive scores that were the
proportion of “positive” responses (i.e., responses in the direction of having a cognitive
problem/change). Subsequently, we derived an optimal cut point from a receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis, stratified by young-old (age 70–79) and old-old (age 80 and
above) groups, which used the robust sample and was based on the cross-sectional association
between the self or informant complaint and MCI (see Rabin, Wang, Katz, & Lipton, 2014). The
optimal cut for self-complaint score was 12.5% for the younger group and 22.2% for the older
group. The optimal cut for the informant-complaint score was 21.0% for the younger group and
10.0% for the older group. Controls was classified in 120 cognitively intact participants whose
cognitive factor Z scores for all three domains did not fall considerably lower (>1 SD) than the
mean of the robust sample and who did not exceed the optimal cut point for self- and/or
informant-reported cognitive complaints.
Notably, the 13 neuropsychological tests that were used to establish robust norms were:
(1) verbal episodic memory/word learning – free recall from the Free and Cued Selective
Reminding Test (FCSRT; Grober & Buschke, 1987); (2) verbal episodic memory/story recall –
Logical Memory I subtest of the Wechsler Memory Scale – Revised (WMS-R; Wechsler, 1987);
(3) verbal fluency/word generation according to an initial letter – Letter Fluency (Spreen &
Strauss, 1998); (4) verbal fluency/naming exemplars from a category –Category Fluency (Rosen,
1980); (5) confrontation naming – short form of the Boston Naming Test (BNT; Kaplan,
Goodglass, & Weintraub, 1983); (6–7) visuomotor tracking, divided attention, and cognitive
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flexibility – Trail Making Test Parts A and B (Reitan, 1958); and select subtests of the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale – Third Edition (WAIS-III; Wechsler, 1997), including (8) visuospatial
organization – Block Design, (9) psychomotor processing speed – Digit Symbol-Coding, (10)
auditory attention and working memory – Digit Span, (11) general fund of knowledge –
Information, (12) vocabulary level – Vocabulary, and (13) verbal abstraction of categories –
Similarities.
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APPENDIX B
Before presentation of each learning trial, the respondent’s attention should be fixed at the point
where the Recall Stimulus Booklet will be positioned. Then say:
I will show you a sheet that has six geometric figures on it. I want you to study the figures
so that you can remember as many of them as possible. You will have just 10 seconds to
study the entire display. I will present the figures right here (place hand at eye level
approximately 16 inches in front of respondent). After I take the display away, try to draw
each figure exactly as it appeared and in its correct location on the page.
Repeat instructions and clarify as often as necessary. Then say:
Before we begin the task, I have a few questions for you. How many of the six geometric
figures do you think you will recall after they are displayed for a total of 10 seconds?
* Record response in the upper right hand corner of the response sheet for (Trial 1). *
Then say: How many of the six geometric figures do you think you will recall after they are
displayed a second time for a total of 10 seconds? (Clarify if necessary)
* Record response in the upper right hand corner of the response sheet for (Trail 2). *
Then say: How many of the six geometric figures do you think you will recall after they are
displayed a third time for a total of 10 seconds? (Clarify if necessary)
* Record response in the upper right hand corner of the response sheet for (Trail 3). *
Then say: How many of the six geometric figures do you think you will recall after a 25
minute delay period where you are performing other tasks? (Clarify if necessary)
* Record response in the upper right hand corner of the response sheet for (DR Trial). *
Open the Recall Stimulus Booklet to the appropriate form and place it down in front of the
respondent. Remind participants: Remember, you will have just 10 seconds to study the entire
display. After I take the display away, try to draw each figure exactly as it appeared and in
its correct location on the page.
When ready, expose the stimulus from a distance of approximately 16 inches. The booklet may
be held at eye level or rested on the table top (held in an upright position).
It is imperative that the display is exposed for 10 full seconds. Afterwards, remove the booklet
and say:
Then say: Now draw as many of the figures as you can in their correct location on the page.
Respondent is permitted as much time as necessary and encouraged to draw the designs as
precisely as possible (use of an eraser is permitted). Examiner may encourage guessing. After the
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respondent indicates being done, ask the respondent to put pencil down. Turn to (T2) in booklet
(and make sure response sheet for T1 is out of view). Then say:
That was fine. Now I would like to see whether you can remember more of the figures if
you have another chance. I will present the display again for 10 seconds. Try to remember
as many of the figures as you can this time, including the ones you remembered on your
last attempt. Try to draw each figure precisely and in its correct location.
Pause to answer any questions, make any behavioral observations, and again expose the stimulus
for exactly 10 seconds. Then remove the booklet and have respondent draw responses on (T2).
When respondent indicates being done, immediately turn to (T3) and remove (T2) from view.
Then say:
That was fine. Now I would like to see whether you can remember more of the figures if
you have another chance. I will present the display again for 10 seconds. Try to remember
as many of the figures as you can this time, including the ones you remembered on your
last attempt. Try to draw each figure precisely and in its correct location.
After the respondent indicates that he/she is finished, remove the response form. Then say:
Try not to forget the display because I may ask you to remember the figures later.
If I ask you about the figures later, how many do you think you will remember?
* Record response in the upper right hand corner of the response sheet for (T3). *
Turn to the front page of the Response Form and record the time in the space provided.
Delayed Recall
Delay should consist of predominantly questionnaires and verbal tasks and. After 25 min,
position the response sheet for the Delayed Recall Trial and say:
Remember the figures I showed you before? I want to see how many you can remember
now. I know it sounds difficult, but try to draw as many of the figures as you can in their
correct location on the page. Remember, try to draw them accurately. Just do the best you
can.
After the respondent indicates being finished drawing, remove the Response Form. Record the
time, determine the delay interval in minutes, and also record this number in the appropriate
location.
Recognition Trial
Immediately after the Delayed Recall Trial, position the Recognition Booklet in front of the
respondent with the card indicating the form of the test and instructions visible to the
administrator. Then say:
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Now I will show you some more figures, one at a time. Some were on the display I showed
you before and others are new figures you have not seen before. Say “yes” for those figures
that were on the display and say “no” if I show you a figure that was not on the display. Do
you understand?
How many of the original six figures do you think you will be able to correctly identify?
Now, yes or no, was this one of the figures I showed you before?
* Record response in the upper right hand corner of the response sheet for (Recognition). *
Respondent is permitted as much time as needed for each item. If respondent says “I don’t
know” or something similar, encourage a response even if it means guessing. Circle “yes” or
“no” in the spaces provided for each item on the back page of the Response Form. Be sure to
record the response to each item.
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Table 1
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the healthy control, subjective cognitive decline, amnestic mild cognitive
impairment, and non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment groups (n=260)

Variable
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Age (years)
Sex (women)
Education (years)
Ethnicity (non-white)
GDS

HC
M (SD) or # (%)
n=120

SCD
M (SD) or # (%)
n=84

aMCI
M (SD) or # (%)
n=18

naMCI
M (SD) or # (%)
n=38

p

80.28 (5.53)
80 (66.67)
14.99 (3.13)
45 (37.50)
1.24 (1.60)

81.56 (5.18)
54 (64.30)
15.10 (3.20)
24 (28.60)
2.13 (2.71)

81.56 (7.00)
11 (61.10)
13.56 (4.44)
8 (44.40)
2.00 (2.33)

80.42 (5.72)
31 (81.60)
11.84 (2.91)
27 (71.10)
1.42 (1.46)

ns
ns
<.001
<.001
<.05

Notes. M = mean; SD = standard deviations; HC = healthy control; SCD = subjective cognitive decline; aMCI = amnestic mild
cognitive impairment; naMCI = non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment; GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale. For continuous
variables: p values are based on univariate analysis of variance. For non-continuous variables: p values are based on the
Pearson chi-square test.
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Table 2
Analyses for group differences between the healthy control, subjective cognitive decline, amnestic mild cognitive
impairment, and non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment groups on standardized measurements of immediate recall,
delayed recall, and recognition obtained using the Brief Visual Memory Test-Revised (N=260)
HC a
SCDa
aMCI
naMCI
ANCOVA
Effect
Variable

M (SD)
n=120

M (SD)
n=84

M (SD)
n=18

M (SD)
n=38

F-value (p)

size

2.56 (1.70)
4.61 (2.32)

2.67 (1.61)
4.90 (2.56)

1.44 (.62)+
2.33 (1.28)**+++

1.61 (1.18)
2.45 (1.48)**+++

7.12 (<.05)
9.02 (<.001)

0.04
.10

5.92 (2.43)

6.57 (2.72)

3.33 (1.78)***++++

2.90 (1.94)***++++

14.90 (<.001)

.15

5.70 (2.89)

6.35 (2.93)

3.00 (1.88)**++++

2.84 (1.73)***++++

12.36 (<.001)

.13

Rec Hits

5.39 (.82)

5.55 (.74)

4.83 (1.04)*+++

5.63 (.63)

5.08 (<.01)

0.06

RDI

4.97 (.14)

5.35 (.93)

4.00 (1.41)**++++

4.40 (1.37)++

6.34 (<.001)

.07

BVMT-R
Immediate Memory
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
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Delayed Memory
Delayed Recall

Notes. M = mean; SD = standard deviations; HC = healthy control; SCD = subjective cognitive decline; aMCI = amnestic
mild cognitive impairment; naMCI = non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment; BVMT-R = Brief Visual Memory TestRevised; Rec Hits= recognition hits score; RDI = Recognition Discrimination Index score; ANCOVA = analysis of
covariance. All scores are raw scores. Sample sizes slightly vary due to omission of scores by certain participants.
ANCOVA was used to compare group differences of all variables, adjusting for ethnicity, education, and GDS. All effect
sizes are partial eta square. ns=not significant.
Significantly different from controls (p<.05)*, (p<.01)**, (p<.001)***.
Significantly different between MCI groups (p<.01) .
Significantly different from SCD (p=.06, trend)+, (p<.05)++, (p<.01)+++, (p<.001)++++.
Recall significantly increased on each subsequent immediate memory/learning trial (ps<.001) a.
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Table 3
Analyses for group differences between the healthy control, subjective cognitive decline, amnestic mild cognitive impairment, and
non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment groups on standardized measurements of immediate recall, delayed recall, and recognition
obtained using the global metamemory prediction task (N=260)
HCa
SCDa
aMCI
naMCI
ANCOVA
Effect
Variable
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
F-value (p)
size
Global Prediction Task
Immediate Memory
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
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Delayed Memory
Delayed Recall
Rec Hits
RDI

n=120

n=84

n=18

n=38

0.79 (0.88)
1.66 (1.27)

0.91 (0.82)
1.73 (1.31)

0.29 (0.47)+
0.59 (0.80)*+++

0.31 (0.68)
0.77 (0.81)b

3.66 (<.05)
5.41 (<.01)

.04
.06

2.26 (1.50)

2.54 (1.48)

1.41 (1.18)++b

0.89(0.87)**++

8.46 (<.001)

.10

2.16 (1.52)
5.39 (.82)

2.47 (1.60)
5.55 (.74)

1.24 (1.03)*++
4.83 (1.04)*+++

0.89 (0.90)**++
5.63 (.63)

7.01 (<.001)
5.08 (<.01)

.08
.06

4.97 (.14)

5.35 (.93)

4.00 (1.41)**++++

4.40 (1.37)++

6.34 (<.001)

.07

Notes. M = mean; SD = standard deviations; HC = healthy control; SCD = subjective cognitive decline; aMCI = amnestic mild
cognitive impairment; naMCI = non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment; Global Prediction Task = Global Metamemory Prediction
Task; Rec Hits= recognition hits score; RDI = Recognition Discrimination Index score; ANCOVA = analysis of covariance. All
scores are raw scores. Sample sizes slightly vary due to omission of scores by certain participants. ANCOVA was used to compare
group differences of all variables, adjusting for ethnicity, education, and GDS. All effect sizes are partial eta square. ns=not
significant.
Significantly different from controls (p<.05)*, (p<.01)**.
Significantly different between MCI groups (p<.01) .
Significantly different from SCD (p=.06, trend)+, (p<.05)++, (p<.01)+++, (p<.001)++++.
Recall significantly increased on each subsequent trial immediate recall/learning trial (ps<.001) a.
Recall significantly increased from the previous trial (ps<.001)b.
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Table 4
Means and standard deviations for predictions and prediction accuracy related to
immediate memory processes obtained at pre-experience using the global
metamemory prediction task from the healthy control, subjective cognitive decline,
amnestic mild cognitive impairment, and non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment
groups (N=260)
HCa
M (SD)

SCDa
M (SD)

aMCIa
M (SD)

naMCIa
M (SD)

n=120

n=84

n=18

n=38

Predictions
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3

3.50 (1.25)
4.26 (1.34)
4.76 (1.32)

3.42 (1.38)
4.26 (1.29)
4.83 (1.30)

3.11 (1.18)
4.00 (1.14)
4.33 (1.46)

2.92 (1.08)
3.75 (1.37)
3.97 (1.40)

Prediction Accuracy
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3

2.7 (1.4)
2.58 (1.76)
2.47 (1.83)

2.51 (1.54)
2.51 (1.73)
2.27 (2.11)

2.88 (1.18)
3.41(1.42)
2.82 (1.91)

2.49 (1.17)
2.80 (1.69)
2.97 (1.67)

Variable
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Notes. M = mean; SD = standard deviations; HC = healthy control; SCD = subjective
cognitive decline; aMCI = amnestic mild cognitive impairment; naMCI = nonamnestic mild cognitive impairment.
aPrediction

ratings significantly increased on each subsequent immediate
memory/learning trial (p<.001)
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Table 5
Between group analyses for the healthy control, subjective cognitive decline, amnestic mild cognitive impairment, and nonamnestic mild cognitive impairment groups on measurements of pre- and post-experience prediction and prediction accuracy
related to delayed memory processes obtained using the global metamemory prediction task (N=258)
Variable
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Prediction
Pre-Exp, DR
Post-Exp, DR (Global JOL)
Post-Exp, Rec
Metamemory Accuracy
Pre-Exp Prediction, DR
Post-Exp, DR (Global JOL)
Post-Exp, GRE (Rec Hits)
Post-Exp, GRE (RDI)

HC
M (SD)
n=120

SCD
M (SD)
n=82

aMCI
M (SD)
n=18

naMCI
M (SD)
n=38

ANCOVA
F-value (p)

Effect
size

2.92 (1.45)
2.67 (1.32)
4.14 (1.50)

2.94 (1.36)
2.87 (1.36)
4.37 (1.44)

2.94 (1.30)
2.44 (1.15)
3.31 (1.20)+

3.34 (1.60)
2.68 (1.34)
3.51 (1.40)++

0.66 (ns)
.74 (ns)
3.76 (<.05)

.01
.01
.05

0.75 (1.87)
0.51 (1.43)
-1.24 (1.67)
-0.92 (1.81)

0.48 (2.22)
0.30 (1.28)
-1.17 (1.46)
-1.01 (1.46)

1.65 (1.58)
1.12 (1.87)
-1.56 (1.41)
-0.73 (2.15)

2.34 (2.10)**++
4.67 (<.01)
1.74 (1.50)***+++ 6.76 (<.001)
-2.14 (1.54)*++
2.93 (<.05)
-0.78 (2.11)
0.10 (ns)

.06
.08
.04
.00

Notes. M = mean; SD = standard deviations; HC = healthy control; SCD = subjective cognitive decline; aMCI = amnestic mild
cognitive impairment; naMCI = non-amnestic mild cognitive impairment; ANCOVA = analysis of covariance. Sample sizes
slightly vary due to omission of scores by certain participants. Pre-Exp = pre-experience; Post-Exp = post-experience; DR =
delayed recall. Rec = delayed recognition. GRE = Global Recognition Estimate; Global JOL = global judgment of learning;
Rec Hits = recognition hits; RDI = Recognition Discrimination Index. ANCOVA was used to compare group differences of all
variables, adjusting for education, ethnicity, and GDS. All effect sizes are partial eta square. ns=not significant.
Significantly different from HC (p=.06, trend)*, (p<.05)**, (p<.01)***.
Significantly different from SCD (p=.06, trend)+, (p<.05)++, (p<.01)+++.
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Table 6
Summary of results for Pearson's correlations between global prediction measures
and subjective report scores related to everyday prospective memory failures and
overall cognitive change
Subjective Report Scores
CAPM-S
CAPM-I
CAPM-D
CCI-S
CCI-I
CCI-D

JOL rating

JOL Accuracy

0.048
0.133
0.083
0.073
-0.11
.240**

-.067
.221**
-0.015
0.031
-0.036
0.153

Note. JOL = Judgment of learning; CAMP = Comprehensive Assessment of
Prospective Memory, Section B, which measures levels of concern/problem with
everyday prospective memory failures; S = self-reported; I = informant-reported; D =
difference score (subjective - informant report score); CCI = Cognitive Change
Index, which measures level of change/problem with overall cognitive functioning.
* p < .05
** p < .01
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Chapter 4
General Discussion

To our knowledge, the current studies are the first to investigate metamemory functioning
in cognitively intact healthy older adult controls and three prodromal dementia conditions—
aMCI, naMCI, and SCD. These studies examined group differences in the accuracy of
retrospective metamemory judgments (Empirical Study 1) and prospective metamemory
judgments (Empirical Study 2) made during the monitoring of retrieval and encoding,
respectively, among these four participant groups. Findings showed weak metamemory accuracy
in naMCI compared to controls, suggesting poor monitoring during retrieval and encoding. In
addition, although there was some evidence that retrospective monitoring processes may be
suboptimal in aMCI compared to controls (Empirical Study 1), prospective metamemory
monitoring processes was relatively intact in these participants (Empirical Study 2), suggesting
that performance monitoring of retrieval processes (which is dependent on basic memory
functions) may be differentially affected in those with aMCI. Furthermore, both studies revealed
preserved metamemory accuracy in SCD participants, suggesting that performance monitoring of
retrieval and encoding is intact. Taken together, our results support the hypothesis that
metamemory performance is likely to vary across the neurodegenerative spectrum based on the
specific neuropsychological deficit with which individuals present, which impact different
mechanisms in the metamemorial system.
Empirical Study 1 investigated differences in metamemory accuracy among HC and the
prodromal dementia groups using a retrospective confidence judgment (RCJ) task for general
knowledge recognition. Relative to HC, RCJ accuracy was significantly lower in naMCI but not
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in aMCI or SCD. Additionally, we explored potentially differential patterns of congruency
between subjective confidence and objective recognition accuracy that may underlie possible
group differences in RCJ accuracy. Although results failed to reveal differences in confidence for
incorrect recognition responses, the naMCI group (and no other prodromal dementia group)
demonstrated lower confidence on correct recognition responses relative to HC. This novel
finding suggests that poorer RCJ accuracy in naMCI may be attributable to specific
metacognitive errors. Notably, although no group differences emerged between controls and
aMCI participants on metamemory accuracy or subjective confidence, aMCI did demonstrate
other evidence of poor metamemory monitoring. Specifically, although confidence was
significantly higher for correct compared to incorrect responses (demonstrating good
congruency), aMCI participants demonstrated a significantly smaller difference in confidence
levels based on recognition accuracy compared to controls, which suggests that some aspect of
retrospective metamemory monitoring during retrieval may be suboptimal. Taken together, these
results suggest that metamemory monitoring during retrieval of semantic knowledge (i.e.,
semantic memory) is weak in naMCI (likely due to metacognitive errors) and may be suboptimal
in aMCI but is preserved in SCD. Furthermore, given that RCJs are thought to involve both the
medial temporal lobe (MTL) network and the prefrontal system (Andrews-Hanna, 2012;
Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, & Schacter, 2008; Gaynor, 2018), poor/suboptimal RCJ accuracy in
naMCI and aMCI likely arise due to their respective primary neuropsychological impairments in
executive/verbal-global functions or episodic memory.
Empirical Study 2 investigated differences in metamemory accuracy among controls and
the three participant groups using a metamemory prediction paradigm that measured the
accuracy of prospective metamemory judgments made before and after learning on a visual
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memory task. Memory self-awareness was captured by the accuracy of prospective metamemory
judgments before learning. Self-monitoring was captured by the accuracy of prospective
metamemory judgments made after learning (i.e., global JOL accuracy). Results showed that,
relative to controls, all prodromal dementia groups demonstrated intact self-awareness about
immediate memory processes. However, relative to controls, naMCI participants demonstrated
poor self-awareness and self-monitoring of delayed memory processes. Overall, although selfknowledge and self-awareness about immediate memory processes are intact in the prodromal
dementia groups, self-knowledge and self-awareness about delayed memory processes are
preferentially/specifically impaired in the naMCI group. Furthermore, given that past research
has established a critical role of the frontal cortex but not the temporal lobes for JOLs (Chua et
al., 2014; Vilkki, Servo, & Surma-aho, 1998; Vilkki, Surma-aho, 1999), poor prospective
metamemory monitoring of retrieval processes in naMCI (but not aMCI) participants is likely
due to their primary deficit in executive/verbal-global functioning.
Overall, Empirical Study 1 provided evidence of monitoring errors that may be specific
to naMCI or aMCI based on their diagnostic profiles/primary neuropsychological impairment.
Also, those with SCD appear to be capable of making reliable and accurate self-assessments of
their cognitive functioning. Empirical Study 2 provided additional evidence that naMCI (but
naMCI) may be differentially vulnerable to deficits during performance monitoring of encoding
processes and that metamemory monitoring accuracy is preserved in SCD. Importantly, we
discuss findings for all participant groups in relation to the Cognitive Awareness Model (CAM;
(Morris & Mograbi, 2013), a metacognitive model of anosognosia that explains the
maintenance/loss of cognitive awareness, in an effort to bridge the gap between experimental
research in metacognition and clinical studies of anosognosia in AD/dementia.
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Metamemory functioning in naMCI
Findings from Empirical Study 1 showed that among the prodromal dementia groups
only naMCI demonstrated significantly poorer RCJ accuracy compared to controls. Interestingly,
naMCI participants were less confident in correct but not incorrect recognition responses
compared to controls, suggesting that poor RCJ accuracy maybe in part due to a specific
metacognitive error. Moreover, naMCI participants showed signs that they were certain when
they were wrong but uncertain when they were correct, as inferred by relatively faster and
shorter reaction times, respectively, for incorrect and correct recognition responses compared to
controls. Notably, greater uncertainty for correct responses could have been due to problems
determining differences in memory strength in targets and lures on our multi-choice recognition
test (Chua, Hannula, & Ranganath, 2012). In particular, it was less likely due simply to difficulty
with inhibitory control (i.e., ignoring lures; Bjork, Bjork, & Anderson, 1998; Zacks, Radvansky,
& Hasher, 1996) or decision-making difficulties associated with multi-choice recognition
formats (Botvinick, 2007), given that those with naMCI demonstrated a quick and certain
response for incorrect recognition choices. Research has shown that both correct and incorrect
recognition responses link to activations in the left inferior prefrontal cortex (Chua, RandGiovannetti, Schacter, Albert, & Sperling, 2004); therefore, it is possible that impaired frontal
networks in naMCI result in difficulties assessing memory, contributing to lower subjective
feelings of confidence even after making a correct recognition response.
Empirical Study 2 showed that general knowledge and self-awareness of immediate
memory processes were intact in naMCI compared to controls. However, among all the
prodromal dementia groups, only naMCI demonstrated significantly poor self-awareness and
performance monitoring for delayed memory processes. In addition, performance monitoring
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was likely poor both at encoding (as measured by global JOL accuracy) and retrieval (as
measured by global recognition accuracy). Furthermore, naMCI participants showed
vulnerability to false positive recognition, which has been linked to metacognitive errors and
frontal impairment (Budson et al., 2005). In the context of the CAM model, we speculated that
poor memory self-awareness of delayed recall ability could be due to compromised executive
functioning/frontal systems that result in poor error detection that interfere with reliable updating
of memory self-knowledge in light of memory/cognitive errors, resulting in an executive
anosognosia.
Taken together, Empirical Studies 1 and 2 consistently revealed poor performance
monitoring in naMCI compared to controls. Central to the CAM model is the idea that selfknowledge is updated when a “mismatch” is detected between incoming and existing
information about self ability. Therefore, poor error detection and/or impaired evaluative
cognitive processes (both supported by executive functions) during performance monitoring can
account for failure to update self-knowledge, which eventually results in an inaccurate
representation of self-ability, as well as an outdated self-image (i.e., the “petrified self”; Mograbi
et al., 2007; Morris & Mograbi, 2013). In Empirical Study 1, we provided evidence that naMCI
participants were prone to errors when monitoring retrieval of semantic knowledge. In Empirical
Study 2, we showed that naMCI participants were prone to errors when monitoring encoding
processes during learning and retrieval of newly learned episodic memory content after a long
delay. These studies are the first to provide evidence that online metamemory monitoring
processes are compromised in naMCI compared to healthy older adult controls. Furthermore, in
Empirical Study 2, we provided supporting evidence that these monitoring errors can contribute
to a growing disparity between actual and perceived memory ability, resulting in overestimation
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of performance consistent with an executive anosognosia. We speculated that the poor selfawareness, poor monitoring, and overconfidence observed in naMCI suggest that the process
leading to the “petrified self” is already underway in these individuals.
Furthermore, both RCJs and JOLs have been shown to rely to some degree on the frontal
system. Previous research has shown that retrospective judgments for semantic (Gaynor, 2018)
and episodic memory (Chua, Schacter, Rand-Giovannetti, & Sperling, 2006; Chua, Schacter, &
Sperling, 2009) are associated with activations in the prefrontal system (i.e., specifically in
regions associated with self-referential thinking) and medial temporal lobe (MTL) network,
which reflects that retrieval of memory content and internally directed attention to one’s thoughts
are required to make a RCJ judgment (Gaynor, 2018). Furthermore, past research has established
a critical role of the frontal cortex but not the temporal lobes for JOLs (Chua et al., 2014). Thus,
findings from Empirical Studies 1 and 2 provide evidence that poor RCJ and JOL accuracy is
related to poor executive/verbal-global functions in naMCI.

Metamemory functioning in aMCI
In Empirical Study 1, retrospective metamemory monitoring was preserved in aMCI
relative to controls. However, similar to naMCI, aMCI participants also demonstrated a
significantly smaller difference in confidence levels based on recognition accuracy compared to
controls, which suggests that some aspect of retrospective metamemory monitoring during
retrieval may be suboptimal. In addition, although controls demonstrated slower reaction times
for incorrect compared to correct recognition responses, suggesting greater uncertainty about
incorrect responses, this pattern was not observed in either MCI group. While this uncertainty
was associated with a metacognitive error in naMCI (i.e., manifesting in lower confidence for
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correct but not incorrect recognition responses compared to controls), aMCI participants did not
demonstrate this error. It is possible that the relatively smaller difference in confidence levels
based on recognition accuracy observed in the two MCI groups may be due to different
underlying sources. Given that RCJs are associated with both the prefrontal and MTL systems,
the suboptimal RCJ accuracy in aMCI participants may not be related to problems evaluating the
strength of memory traces (as proposed for naMCI); instead, the suboptimal RCJ accuracy may
be related to the poorer quality/strength of the memory traces themselves as degradation of
semantic storage has been reported in aMCI (Joubert et al., 2010; Leyhe, Muller, Milian,
Eschweiler, & Saur, 2009) and AD (Chertkow & Bub, 1990; Hodges & Patterson, 1995; Hodges,
Salmon, & Butters, 1992; Mummery et al., 2000; Nebes, 1989). In addition, both MCI groups
demonstrated significantly lower recognition accuracy (i.e., total proportion correct on the
general knowledge test) compared to controls. In naMCI, poorer general knowledge recognition
could be related to a lower fund of knowledge (given that this group had significantly fewer
years of education compared to all the other groups). In the case of aMCI, poorer general
knowledge recognition could be due to a general decline in semantic storage (rather than a low
fund of knowledge).
Empirical Study 2 showed that general knowledge and self-awareness of immediate
memory processes were intact in aMCI. Self-awareness and performance monitoring of delayed
memory processes were also intact. Overall, we did not find any group differences in
metamemory functioning between aMCI and controls. However, given that memory and JOL
accuracy have been dissociated in previous studies (Andrés et al., 2010; Howard et al., 2010;
Howard et al., 2013), our JOL paradigm was likely not sensitive to memory-dependent
mechanisms in the cognitive awareness system. In fact, a recent study (Ryals et al., 2018) found
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evidence that impairment on postdictive global calibration, which is similar to our RCJ measure,
may be the most robust indicator of disordered memory awareness in aMCI.
Overall, findings from Empirical Studies 1 and 2 provide evidence that metamemory
accuracy is suboptimal for judgements (such as RCJs) that rely on memory and temporal lobe
integrity but not for judgments that rely on executive functions and frontal lobe integrity.
Findings also suggest that poor metamemory accuracy in aMCI could be related to memory
impairment, such as loss semantic knowledge. Notably, in the CAM model memory (or
executive) dysfunction may negatively impact the immediate ability to evaluate cognitive
performance in a domain specific manner, resulting in a secondary anosognosia (i.e., such as a
mnemonic anosognosia); by contrast, loss of awareness due to deficits in higher-order
metacognitive processes results in a primary anosognosia (Hannesdottir & Morris, 2007; Morris
& Mograbi, 2013). Taken together, we suggest that, although aMCI participants do not show
significant overconfidence (which would reflect unawareness of deficit) in either study, evidence
of poor metamemory accuracy that is potentially related to the loss of memory ability could
nevertheless represent early signs of disrupted awareness. Finally, our findings show that despite
some signs of compromised RCJ accuracy and potential loss of semantic knowledge, memory
self-awareness and monitoring processes are intact in aMCI.

Metamemory functions in SCD
In Empirical Studies 1 and 2, retrospective and prospective metamemory monitoring
processes were preserved in SCD relative to controls. To our knowledge, these are the first
studies to evaluate metamemory functioning in SCD using online performance-based
metamemory tasks. Our results provide further validation for a key assumption in the current
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diagnostic criteria for pre-MCI SCD and SCD plus--that individuals with SCD are capable of
making reliable and accurate self-assessments of their cognitive functioning, which require the
ability to assess changes in cognitive functioning relative to oneself and to others of the same age
(Jessen et al., 2014; Rabin, Smart, & Amariglio, 2017). Empirical Study 2 also showed that
memory self-knowledge, self-awareness, and performance monitoring were intact in SCD. These
findings suggest that individuals SCD are appropriately experiencing a phenomenological sense
of failure with each everyday cognitive mistake. Additionally, intact monitoring processes may
be enabling high-order cognitive processes to direct top-down behavioral control to improve
performance in light of failures, given that SCD showed comparable performance to controls on
all subjective and objective cognitive measures across both studies. In fact, the means of all
performance measures are numerically (though not significantly) higher in SCD compared to
controls, which may signal that these individuals are acutely aware of their cognitive changes.
Overall, results show that the state of the cognitive awareness system in SCD is intact and
possibly more preserved compared to basic cognitive functions, which may contribute to their
acute phenomenological sense of cognitive decline as well as their ability to accurately assess
these changes.

Demographic factors
Education was significantly lower in the naMCI group compared to the HC and SCD
groups in Empirical Study 1. This finding is consistent with previous research showing that the
incidence of naMCI is significantly higher for older adults with ≤ 12 years of education
compared to those with higher education (Manly et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2012). Moreover,
while aMCI has been associated with older age (Caracciolo et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2012;
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Solfrizzi et al., 2004) and low education (Roberts et al., 2012; Solfrizzi et al., 2004; Tervo et al.,
2004), naMCI appears to be only associated with low education (Manly et al., 2008; Roberts et
al., 2012). In particular, Roberts et al., (2012) found that the incidence and risk for naMCI were
the highest for men with low education, possibly because they engage in behaviors and
experience life events that increase the risk of naMCI. In addition, these researchers suggested
the possibility that men with low education could have been already cognitively disadvantaged
early in life and their low educational attainment represents a sign of reduced cognitive reserve
(Stern et al., 1994). Although these developmental consequences could potentially have a
stronger effect on men, they may also explain the elevated incidence and risk of naMCI for
women, who comprise the greater proportion of our naMCI group. Interestingly, cognitive
reserve, which is positively influenced by higher education and occupational complexity (Stern
et al., 1994), is also positively linked to awareness of cognitive deficits (Robertson, 2014;
Spitznagel & Tremont, 2005). Taken together, developmental events earlier in life may have an
additional impact on our findings for naMCI participants.
In Empirical Study 2, education was again significantly lower in the naMCI group
compared to SCD. Also, there was a significantly higher proportion of non-white participants in
the naMCI group compared to the HC and SCD groups. Low education has been linked to ethnic
minority status (Eugenia Alvarado, Victoria Zunzunegui, Béland, Sicotte, & Tellechea, 2007;
Zsembik & Peek, 2001), therefore the significantly greater proportion of non-white participants
in the naMCI group was also not surprising. Both ethnic status (i.e., through biological and social
correlates) and low education have been shown to negatively impact cognitive functioning in
older adults (Aneshensel et al., 2007; Ng, Niti, Chiam, & Kua, 2007; Sloan & Wang, 2005;
Zsembik & Peek, 2001). Moreover, in addition to memory and executive functioning, global
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cognitive decline (Cosentino et al., 2007; Perrotin et al., 2007; Steward et al., 2019) and verbal
skills (Piras, Piras, Orfei, Caltagirone, & Spalletta, 2016) have been associated with poor
memory/cognitive awareness. Taken together, given that ethnic status and education were both
significantly different in the naMCI group compared to HC/SCD, verbal/global impairments
were also likely potentially major contributors to poor self-awareness and self-monitoring in
these participants.
In summary, although we found significantly poorer RCJ accuracy in naMCI in
Empirical Study 1 and significantly poorer memory self-awareness and self-monitoring in
naMCI in Empirical Study 2, after statistically controlling for significant demographic variables,
it is nevertheless possible that developmental, biological, and psychological factors associated
with ethnic status and low education may have influenced our findings. However, given the
relatively small size of the naMCI groups in both studies, we were, unfortunately, unable to split
the naMCI groups into high versus low education or white versus non-white subgroups to further
examine the effects of these demographic factors on metamemory accuracy.

Limitations
The small sample size of the MCI groups, particularly the aMCI group, limited statistical
power in both studies. In addition, in Empirical Study 1, aMCI and naMCI participants produced
a significantly lower number of useable trials (general knowledge recognition trails that included
both a recognition response and confidence rating), as well as demonstrated lower recognition
accuracy (total proportion correct on the general knowledge test), compared to controls.
Although we were able to control for the disparity of usable trials in our ANOVAs when
investigating group differences, we were unable to determine the potential degree that lower
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recognition accuracy may have been impacted by possible difficulties with task use and/or
memory/cognitive impairment. The small MCI sample sizes prevented us from splitting the
groups further, for instance, to investigate whether mean usable trials differed by participants’
level of cognitive impairment. In addition, as mentioned above, education was a significant
demographic factor in our sample in Empirical Study 1, with naMCI participants showing the
lowest mean years of education. Although we statistically controlled for differences in education,
we were unable to further examine its effect on metamemory performance given limitations in
MCI sample sizes. In Empirical Study 2, we did not include queries for predicted delayed
recognition performance at pre-experience. Such queries could have provided more information
about participants’ general knowledge and awareness about recognition versus recall processes,
as well as provided a basis for analyzing the observed confidence leak related to the delayed
recognition results. Lastly, we did not query participants to provide a delayed JOL, which may
have yielded meaningful information about the role of consolidation in the maintenance of
memory self-knowledge and self-awareness in our prodromal dementia groups.

Clinical implications and future directions in research
In terms of clinical implications, given that individuals who are aware of their cognitive
strengths and weaknesses are more likely to benefit from cognitive remediation or compensatory
strategies (Clare et al., 2004; Moulin et al., 2003), our findings suggest that those with SCD and
possibly aMCI, as opposed to those with naMCI, will benefit from traditional cognitive
rehabilitation interventions—i.e., cognitive remediation and use of compensatory strategies
(Barnes et al., 2013; Valentijn et al., 2005), cognitive restructuring to improve metacognition
(Metternich, Schmidtke, Härter, Dykierek, & Hüll, 2010; Pereira-Morales, Cruz-Salinas, Aponte,
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& Pereira-Manrique, 2018), psychoeducation about changing cognition and behaviors
(Hoogenhout et al., 2012; Metternich et al., 2010; van Hooren et al., 2007), and multimodal
interventions that target exercise and healthy lifestyle changes (Barnes et al., 2013; Small et al.,
2006). Given that naMCI demonstrates clear metacognitive deficits, these individuals may
benefit from interventions that more directly target metacognitive and reasoning errors, such as
Metacognitive Training Therapy (MTT; Moritz et al., 2014) that have been utilized to treat
traumatic brain injury (Dawson, Binns, Hunt, Lemsky, & Polatajko, 2013) and schizophrenia
(Moritz et al., 2014). However, if unawareness is moderate to severe, it may be preferable to
utilize compensation strategies that do rely on high levels of metacognitive/metamemory
functioning such as mnemonic assistive devises (Li, Schellenbach, & Lindenberger, 2008; Pang,
Foo, Raamkumar, Zhang, & Vu, 2015) and environmental adaption (Rosso, Auchincloss, &
Michael, 2011; van Hoof, Kort, Van Waarde, & Blom, 2010).
In addition, given evidence that metamemory functioning varies across the cognitive
neurodegenerative spectrum, future research should aim to detect specific
metacognitive/metamemory errors associated with specific prodromal dementia conditions. This
would broaden basic knowledge about metamemory functioning across these groups, as well as
inform research about new intervention/rehabilitation approaches leading to more targeted
interventional strategies. For example, given evidence that performance monitoring is poor in
naMCI, future studies could investigate the benefits of interventions that improve error detection
during performance monitoring, such as MTT which has not been validated in naMCI.
Additionally, research should investigate whether interventions aimed at improving
executive/frontal functions, such as mindfulness meditation (Zeidan, Johnson, Diamond, David,
& Goolkasian, 2010) or learning an instrument (Bugos, Perlstein, McCrae, Brophy, &
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Bedenbaugh, 2007), could lead to improvements in metamemory. Concerning aMCI, future
metamemory research should include a postdictive global calibration measure within a
metamemory prediction paradigm, which could yield important information about the state of
memory self-awareness, self-knowledge, and performance monitoring in aMCI (factors we were
unable to detect using our metamemory prediction task alone). Also, research on metamemory in
SCD should investigate intervention methods that capitalize on metamemory strengths to
improve and/or preserve individuals’ current level of (generally intact) cognition. Also, taken
together with their consistency in showing preserved online metamemory accuracy and evidence
of intact cognitive awareness, it is possible that online metamemory measures may not be the
most useful in differentiating SCD and healthy older adults for diagnostic purposes. Future
research should focus on developing standardized structured interviews that efficiently capture
symptoms for accurate diagnosis.
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